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1. Introduction
Since the early days of laser physics, it has been the aim to extend the available range
of photon energies beyond spectral regions of infrared (IR), visible and ultraviolet
(UV) light, yet preserving the special characteristics of laser light. Besides the
research for novel active laser media, the quest for new wavelengths always included
the use of nonlinear optics. Today, a large spectral region from deep UV to far IR
range is made accessible by converting laser light in nonlinear optical processes
occurring in crystals. For photon energies larger than those in the UV range, the
large number of atomic and molecular resonances in any medium leads to high
absorption of radiation. Therefore, crystals are inefficient for nonlinear optical
applications involving photons exhibiting energies much above 7 eV [1, 2]. Even
the absorption in air is so high that experiments with such radiation have to be
conducted in an ultra-high vacuum (UHV) environment, making them technically
even more demanding. Nevertheless, it is this strong interaction with matter that
makes UV, extreme ultraviolet (XUV) and soft X-ray radiation such a valuable
tool for an experimentalist to study physical and chemical properties of matter
such as bonding or charge transfer. For these experiments, a tunable light source
providing radiation from the UV to X-ray range, ideally delivered in short pulses
for a high time resolution, is needed. Large scale facilities such as synchrotrons
cover this range of photon energies and have provided invaluable results, but their
time resolution is usually limited to picoseconds. Free electron lasers (FELs) have
started to operate in a similar region of photon energies, while providing ultrashort
pulses at the same time. For time resolved studies, where the FEL probe pulse
has to be synchronized with a laser pump pulse, the temporal resolution is often
limited to values above 100 fs due to a time jitter introduced in the FEL cavity [3].

This problem is circumvented through intrinsic synchronization, when the XUV
probe pulse is generated from the same laser as the pump pulse. Here, the technique
of high harmonic generation (HHG) in rare gases comes into play. The occurrence
of odd harmonics of an intense laser field has been observed as early as the late
1970s and 80s [4, 5]. At medium laser intensities, where the strength of the atomic
field is much larger than that of the electric field of the laser, nonlinear optical
processes can be described in terms of perturbation theory. With the availability of
more powerful lasers producing intensities in the range of 1014 W/cm2 and above,
new nonlinear phenomena emerged, which could not be explained in the framework
of perturbation theory any more. New theoretical description for these cases had to
be invented. Among different approaches based on both, fully quantum mechanical
and semi-classical treatments, the "three-step model" introduced by Corkum [6] has
received the greatest attention. It allows a basic understanding of high harmonic
generation.
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The potential of the HHG process to serve as a small-scale source for XUV
laser light has been proposed soon after its discovery [7]. Since then, numerous
experimental setups have been developed further increasing the range of applications
for XUV lasers. These include photoelectron spectroscopy (PES), both time-
resolved [8, 9] and static [10, 11], generation of attosecond pulses [12] and their
application, seeding of FELs [13–16] and microscopy applications[17–20]. Each of
these approaches results in a setup which has special features suitable for the desired
application. Especially the development of modern femtosecond laser technology
has allowed to study ultrafast electron dynamics in time-resolved PES experiments
with XUV light pulses. With the use of Ti:sapphire lasers driving the HHG process,
XUV light pulses with femtosecond duration and photon energies up to 100 eV can
be generated [21]. When mid-IR lasers are used, photon energies in the keV range
can be generated in the high harmonic process [22]. Thereby, these light sources
compete against third generation synchrotrons [23] and free electron lasers.
In the present work, a setup employing femtosecond XUV light from high

harmonic generation was developed for time-resolved PES of liquids. While such
setups have been described already, the distinctiveness of this device lies in the
new way pursued to conserve the ultrashort time duration of the laser pulses.
In spectroscopy experiments employing conventional XUV gratings, light pulses
are inevitably stretched, thereby deteriorating the good time resolution originally
provided by the laser. Sophisticated grating techniques have been invented to
circumvent this problem, often at the expense of photon flux. In the present setup,
a new type of monochromator based on a single off-axis reflection zone plates
(ORZPs) will be employed instead.

While the first part of the manuscript is devoted to the development and charac-
terization of the experimental setup with a focus on the zone-plate monochromator,
the second part describes applications of XUV PES on liquids. In a PES experi-
ment, the incident electromagnetic radiation maps the structure of the occupied
electronic states onto continuum states above the vacuum level. The electronic
structure of the occupied states is then inferred from the measured kinetic energy
distribution of the free electrons. Through this direct measure of the energy of
occupied states, various properties such as chemical environment, solvation or the
life times of excited states can be investigated. For decades, PES has been used for
the characterization of gases and solid materials. High quality radiation produced
by lasers, synchrotrons and FELs has lead to a wealth of results. Nevertheless, the
potential of PES experiments is not exhausted yet, with new fields emerging such
as PES of liquids or PES under near-ambient conditions.
Specifically, the setup will be tested for two fields of application. In the first

test study, steady state XUV photoelectron spectroscopy of aqueous sodium halide
solutions of varied ion concentration are taken.

The second test study evaluates the capability of the setup to acquire transient
photoelectron spectra of porphyrin solutions for the case of a hemin-dimethyl
sulfoxide (DMSO) solution.

2



Part I.

High-harmonic laser light
monochromatized with reflection

zone plates
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2. Introduction to Part I
The first part of the thesis describes the development and characterization of the
experimental setup for time-resolved PES of liquids. As outlined in the main
introduction, the setup is based on the generation of ultrashort XUV light pulses
via the technique of HHG. To understand and optimize the harmonic generation,
the three-step model presented by Corkum [6], which explains the HHG process in
a microscopic picture, is described. A description of the macroscopic parameters
influencing phase matching, which is the key for efficient harmonic generation, is
included.
The resulting XUV spectrum incorporates a large number of odd harmonics of

the driving laser. For a spectroscopic experiment, a single harmonic has to be
selected with a high spectral purity and focused to the interaction region of the PES
experiment. Spectral selection is routinely accomplished by monochromators based
on diffraction gratings. However, these monochromators induce a path difference
of the beam trajectories, that results in a tilt of the pulse front. The pulse front
tilt translates to a large temporal stretch of the light pulses. This is unfavorable
for ultrafast applications. Therefore, special effort is taken in the present work to
reduce the pulse shape distortion. The monochromator employed here is based on
an adaption of a reflective Fresnel zone plate, which has been widely used in X-ray
imaging [24–26]. In contrast to the imaging applications, where a full elliptical
structure is used, the zone plate for monochromation developed at BESSY II for
this work makes use of only a peripheral fraction of the structure, thus being called
an off-center reflection zone plate (ORZP).
This novel type of monochromator combines reflection, focusing and dispersion

properties in one optical element, thus offering a high transmission, a high spectral
purity and good pointing stability of the XUV beam. So far, the potential of
ORZP monochromators in the XUV range has been shown before only with
respect to its chromatic and focusing properties [27]. In the soft X-ray range,
such a monochromator is currently employed in the femto-slicing beamline at
the synchrotron BESSY II, monochromatizing synchrotron light pulses with a
duration of 100 fs [28]. The present work presents the first combination of an
ORZP monochromator with a HHG light source, enabling to conduct ultrafast
time-resolved PES experiments in the XUV range with femtosecond time resolution.
The expected advantage of the zone-plate monochromator is its high efficiency
pared with a low time distortion of the XUV pulses.
A detailed description of the ORZP is given in a separate section of this part

and it is compared to other commonly used techniques for monochromatizing XUV
light, such as diffraction gratings and multilayer mirrors.

The UHV system that was developed for harmonic generation and the delivery of
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monochromatized XUV light pulses to the interaction region of the PES experiment
is described in detail below. This includes the design of the UHV-compatible
mechanics for positioning the zone-plate monochromator and the refocusing mirror.

The performance of the ORZP monochromator as dispersive element for ultrashort
XUV light pulses is inferred theoretically and experimentally. The results of
ray-tracing studies acquired during the optimization of the ORZP structure are
presented. A series of experiments have been performed to measure the key
parameters of the monochromatized light. These include the determination of the
XUV focus size at the interaction region of the PES experiment, the evaluation of
the spectral purity and spectral bandwidth of the monochromatized HHG light,
and, most importantly, the duration of the monochromatized XUV pulses.
In the summary of the first part of the manuscript, the results acquired for

the ORZP are compared to the key parameters reported for other grating-based
setups. These include setups based on double-grating time-delay compensated
monochromators (TDCMs), which represents a competing approach specially
designed for ultrafast applications.
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3. Concepts of high harmonic
generation and monochromators

3.1. Basic theory for high harmonic generation
The theoretical description of the HHG process of IR lasers in noble gases involves
two aspects: the microscopic response of individual gas atoms, and the macroscopic
response of the nonlinear medium, which arises from the coherent sum of the atomic
contributions. The single-atom response is described on the basis of a semi-classical
model developed by Corkum [6], which delivers the major characteristics of the
process. The employment of the HHG process as a basis for a table-top XUV
light source requires an efficient macroscopic response of the nonlinear medium.
Therefore, the relevant parameters for maximizing the coherent sum of the atomic
contributions are evaluated.

3.1.1. High harmonic generation on the atomic level: the
three-step model

Figure 3.1.: Scheme of the three-step model describing high harmonic generation.
The three steps are: 1) tunnel ionization, 2) acceleration of the free
electron away from and back to the parent ion, and 3) recombination
of the electron with its parent ion leading to the emission of a high
energy photon ~ωHHG.

Perturbation theory is based on the assumption that the electric field of the laser
is smaller than the atomic electric field. While this applies for low-order nonlinear
optical processes, it is not valid anymore for high-order processes involving laser
intensities of 1014 W/cm2 and above. Other models have to be used in this strong

7



3.1. Basic theory for high harmonic generation

field regime to describe processes such as HHG. The simplest model describing the
HHG process is the so called three-step model developed by Corkum [6]. The three
steps of this semiclassical model, which are also illustrated in figure 3.1, are:

1. Tunnel ionization of a bound electron resulting in a free electron of zero
kinetic energy.

2. Acceleration of the free electron in the external laser field away from and
back to the parent ion.

3. Recombination of electron and parent ion to the ground state atom under
emission of a photon.

Initially, the electrons are bound in the atomic potential V(x). Application of
a strong electric field from a focused intense laser results in a distorted potential
V(x)+ELaser(x,t). In this strongly asymmetric potential exists a probability for
an electron to tunnel through the low side of the potential barrier. This quantum
mechanical effect is called tunnel ionization and results in a free electron of zero
kinetic energy.
In the second step, this free electron is then accelerated in the oscillating laser

field away from and back to the parent ion. Subject to the phase of the laser, the
electron can gain a large kinetic energy during this step as shown in the curse of
this section. The motion of the electron is described in the framework of classical
mechanics. It is required that the driving laser for HHG should exhibit a high
degree of linear polarization, since otherwise the free electron would not return to
the parent ion.

The electron recombines with its parent ion to the ground state in the third step,
emitting a single photon of high energy EHHG = ~ωHHG. Hereby, EHHG is the sum
of the kinetic energy acquired by the electron in the second step and the atomic
ionization potential Ip:

EHHG = Ekin + Ip . (3.1)

Analysis of the second step

A detailed analysis of the classical motion of the electron in the laser field within
the second step yields some of the basic properties of the high harmonic spectrum.
The motion of the accelerated electron can be described by the following differential
equation:

meẍ = −eELaser(x, t) cos (ωt) (3.2)

with me being the electron mass, e denoting the electron charge and ELaser(x, t)
describing the envelope of the laser pulse. Assuming that this envelope is constant
within one cycle of the optical field, the integration of equation (3.2) results in:

ẋ = ẋ0 −
eE

meω
sin (ωt) (3.3)
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Chapter 3. Concepts of high harmonic generation and monochromators

Furthermore taking the assumption that the free electron has zero kinetic energy
directly after tunnel ionization (ẋ0 = 0) yields the mean kinetic energy averaged
over one laser cycle, which is called ponderomotive energy Up:

Up = e2I

2mecε0ω2 . (3.4)

Analysis of the above equations yields the result that electrons can only return to
the parent ion and recombine with it if they are released at a phase of the laser
cycle larger than π/2. This result directly leads to the fact that the harmonic
spectrum exhibits a maximum energy Umax

r , that constitutes the cut-off law:

Umax
r = 3.17 Up + Ip (3.5)

From equations (3.4) and (3.5) it can be easily verified that there are three possible
ways to increase the cut-off energy Umax

r and thereby the available spectral range
of the high harmonic radiation. Firstly, a higher laser intensity will result in a
higher ponderomotive energy and, thus in an increase of the cut-off energy. This
method is only possible up to a specific saturation value Isat, though. Secondly, a
driving laser with a lower frequency ω can be used. Nowadays, IR radiation from
Ti:sapphire lasers or optical parametric amplifiers (OPAs) are routinely used, as
they provide high intensities together with ultrashort pulses. Thirdly, the choice
of a generation medium with a higher ionization potential Ip increases the cut-off.
It has been shown that the use of Helium and application of mid-IR frequencies
allows to generate high harmonics up to the keV region [22].
While the three-step model describes the occurrence of high harmonics and

the existence and location of the cut-off energy fairly well, it fails to explain the
restriction of the HHG light to odd harmonics, though. In classical mechanics, a
free electron should be able to acquire any kinetic energy below the cut-off energy in
the electric field of the laser, depending on its time of ionization with respect to the
phase of the electric field. Thus, the occurrence of odd harmonics has to be added
a posteriori. The same argument that is routinely used to explain the absence of
even harmonics in low-order nonlinear optical processes in centrosymmetric systems
holds for high harmonic generation in gases. In the dipole approximation, the
even order nonlinear susceptibilities vanish in centrosymmetric media. Therefore,
no even order harmonic processes are observable. In the case of high harmonic
generation, the volume filled with a gas represents a centrosymmetric medium,
which explains the absence of even order harmonics. An alternative way to explain
the restriction to odd harmonics applies selection rules for dipole transitions.
A model that delivers odd harmonics intrinsically is the Lewenstein model [29].

This quantum mechanical approach makes use of the strong field approximation
(SFA). SFA and Lewenstein model are not presented in this work, since the depth
of the results of this model exceeds the parameters necessary for the design and
the operation of the beamline based on a HHG light source.
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3.1. Basic theory for high harmonic generation

3.1.2. High harmonic generation on the macroscopic level:
phase matching for high conversion efficiencies

The three-step model presented in section 3.1.1 describes the single atom response of
the nonlinear medium to the high intensity driving laser. For an efficient conversion
of IR photons to XUV photons, different atoms in the medium have to respond
coherently to the IR field. This can be achieved by minimizing the phase difference
that is built up between the IR and XUV radiation during the generation process
along the path of the light. This minimization is called phase matching. The phase
difference δΦq accumulated between the infrared laser field and its q-th harmonic
along the propagation direction z is described by He et.al.[30] as:

δΦq(z, t) =
∫

∆kq(z′, t)dz′ + q arctan
(
z

zR

)
+ αjI(z, t) (3.6)

This phase difference has three contributions. The first term in equation (3.6)
describes the phase build-up due to the propagation of the IR and XUV radiation
in the partially ionized gas. The difference in k-vectors:

∆kq(z, t) = kXUV − kIR (3.7)

due to dispersion within the nonlinear medium is influenced by the presence of
neutral atoms and free electrons [31, 32]. Since the gas density is spatially non-
uniform within the generation volume, with a lower value at the edges of the
interaction region, the density of ionized electrons follows this non-uniformity as
well. Additionally, the amount of free electrons follows the temporal and spatial
intensity profile of the laser beam. As a result, the k-vector mismatch ∆kq(z, t)
is a function of space and time. The second term in equation (3.6) accounts for
the Gouy phase introduced by focusing a Gaussian beam, where zR denotes the
Rayleigh length of the laser focus. The third term denotes the phase accumulated
by the free electron during the second step of the three-step model. Thereby, αj
denotes the specific proportionality factor eligible for a given harmonic and a given
electron trajectory (long or short)[30].

While the individual contributions to the phase difference between IR driving laser
and XUV harmonic radiation can be calculated [30, 32], in a practical application
phase matching can be achieved by controlling the following parameters:

• The power of the driving laser, which determines the laser intensity within
the generation medium. Thereby it influences ∆kq(z, t) due to the ionization
rate of the medium and the phase accumulated during the motion of the free
electron.

• The gas pressure also influences ∆kq(z, t) due to the amount of atoms in the
generation volume. It also influences the amount of reabsorption of the XUV
light by the medium [33]. Though the latter effect is not related to phase
matching itself, it influences the conversion efficiency of the nonlinear process.
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• The Rayleigh length of the focus and its position with respect to the medium
determine the Gouy phase and also influence the local pump intensity within
the nonlinear medium. Hence focal position and laser power are coupled
parameters.

• The length of the generation medium along the direction of light propagation.

The subsequent sections describing the experimental setup for high harmonic
generation will refer to the mentioned parameters and the equipment chosen for
their control.

3.1.3. Technical approaches for high harmonic generation
Different approaches for generating high harmonic radiation in noble gases from
high-intensity lasers have been developed. In the straightforward way, a focused
laser beam is overlapped with a gas jet. While this approach requires the least
alignment effort, the conversion efficiency remains low due to little control of the
phase matching parameters presented in the previous section. This is because the
interaction length of the nonlinear medium and the local gas pressure are difficult
to control. Furthermore, since the gas quickly spreads in the vacuum, a large
amount of gas is consumed. The gas consumption can be reduced by employing a
pulsed gas valve synchronized with the laser pulse [9]. Phase matching parameters
are still difficult to control, but the efficiency is increased if a sequence of pulsed
gas valves is connected in a series [34].

The control of phase matching is facilitated if the harmonic radiation is generated
in a gas-filled cell [30]. Then, the interaction length can be chosen, and larger,
more defined values of the gas pressures can be applied without increasing the
gas consumption much. Since the entrance and exit apertures of the cell have to
be overlapped with the laser beam, the alignment effort is larger. This is usually
encountered by the use of replaceable gas cells, into which the laser drills its own
apertures.
Further control of phase matching parameters and even higher efficiencies are

achieved if the harmonic radiation is generated in a gas filled hollow fiber [35].
Then, the length of the nonlinear medium and the gas pressure can be greatly
increased if the laser runs in a self-focusing mode of the fiber. Gas pressures as
high as 80 bar [22] can be applied.

3.2. Techniques for monochromation of XUV light
The requirements imposed upon monochromators are outlined in the following list.
A monochromator should:

• possess sufficient dispersion power to separate the spectral regions of interest
with a high suppression of neighboring harmonics
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• exhibit a high transmission in the desired spectral range

• refocus the divergent XUV radiation to the interaction region

• maintain a high temporal resolution

• provide pointing stability upon change of spectral region

Several concepts of monochromators are presented in the following section and
reviewed according to the above mentioned requirements. Not all requirements can
be optimally fulfilled at the same time, though.

3.2.1. Diffraction gratings
Selecting a specific region out of a spectrum provided by e.g. a synchrotron source or
a HHG light source, is routinely done by diffraction gratings. The periodic structure
of transparent lines from a transmission grating, or of grooves from a reflection
grating, leads to a strong interference pattern of the beam behind the grating.
The spectrally dependent redirection of the radiation in the interference pattern
allows the selection of a specific spectral interval. Diffraction theory is extensively
described in the literature [36, 37] and many experiments using high harmonic
laser radiation employ diffraction gratings for spectral selection [9, 11, 38, 39]. The
famous Bragg-formula for the diffraction angles α, in which constructive interference
occurs, has the form:

nλ = d sin (α) (3.8)

Here, λ denotes the wavelength, n represents the diffraction order and d is the
distance between the grooves of the grating. The geometrical condition for con-
structive interference in a certain direction is fulfilled when the path difference
between rays reflected from adjacent facets of the grating equals a multiple of the
wavelength. As a direct consequence of this relation, the temporal envelope of
an ultrashort light pulse is affected. Pulses are inevitably stretched in time. The
inflicted time delay can be estimated when the first diffraction order is considered,
where the mentioned path difference equals one wavelength. Assuming a grating
with 500 lines per millimeter, which is a typical line density for XUV monochro-
mators [38, 40], a wavelength of 38 nm and a light spot of one millimeter size, the
path difference for the outermost rays is as large as 19 µm. This translates into a
time delay of nearly 64 fs for each millimeter spot size. Since the gratings in XUV
and soft X-ray applications are usually used in grazing incidence to maintain a
high reflectivity, light spots have large footprints and ultrashort pulses are easily
stretched to a couple of hundred femtoseconds or even a few picoseconds.
Grating-based monochromators provide high spectral selection but exhibit

medium transmission efficiency of approximately 10 % [41]. Refocusing of the
diffracted, divergent radiation can be accomplished by using curved gratings [38]
or plain gratings together with refocusing mirrors. Spherical or toroidal gratings
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are much more complicated to produce, and therefore more expensive. The incor-
poration of focusing mirrors naturally reduces the overall efficiency of the system.
The efficiency of a grating-based monochromator can be greatly increased by using
blazed gratings [41].

Time-delay compensated grating monochromators

Sophisticated techniques have been developed to overcome the problem of temporal
stretch inflicted on a light pulse by diffraction gratings. A common approach is
the installation of a second grating in the beam path. This grating is mounted
in the way that the monochromatized light is incident at an angle which is equal
to the angle of the opposite diffraction order used by the first grating. In this
geometry, the path difference induced by the first grating is compensated by the
second grating, and the resulting temporal stretch is zero. Such a monochromator
is therefore called time-delay compensated monochromator (TDCM). The potential
of a setup employing a TDCM to compress XUV pulses has been investigated by
Villoresi [42], showing that a path length difference of a few micrometers can been
achieved.

Although setups employing a TDCM offer exceptional short pulses, their trans-
mission efficiency is usually very small, in the order of a few percent [43]. This is a
consequence of their design, which typically includes two gratings and up to four
mirrors [11]. Here, the good temporal characteristics of these monochromators are
traded off at the expense of photon flux. The larger number of optical elements
also makes alignment more complicated and reduces the pointing stability of the
system.

A TDCM exhibiting a higher efficiency was presented by Poletto et.al. [44]. By
incorporating two blazed gratings which are, in contrast to a traditional geometry,
illuminated along their grooves, allows for an efficiency of 18 % together with a
XUV pulse duration of 8 fs.

3.2.2. Multi-layer mirrors
The reflection coefficient of materials is very small for XUV radiation and X-rays if
the incident angle is smaller than the critical angle which marks the onset of total
external reflection. Nevertheless, the overall reflectivity of a mirror can be greatly
increased if its surface is covered with alternating layers of materials exhibiting
suitable thickness and refractive index. Then, the reflections from usually 100-1000
layers interfere constructively, thus resulting in a high reflectivity. These multi-
layers either consist of a heavy and a light material, e.g. W and C, where the layer
of the heavy material is much thinner than that of the light material dA �dB.
Or they are made of two light materials of similar thickness dA ≈dB, e.g. Si and
Al. Analogous to the Bragg diffraction of X-rays in a crystal lattice, constructive
interference of X-rays reflected from a multi-layer mirror is achieved when the path
difference between adjacent reflections equals multiples of the wavelength λ:
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nλ = 2 d sin (θm) , (3.9)

with d=dA+dB being the thickness of a pair of layers and θm being the incident
angle of the X-rays. From equation (3.9), it is obvious that a multi-layer mirror
is designed to maximize the reflection coefficient only for specific wavelength and
incident angle. The wavelength range can be changed by varying the incident
angle, though. Accordingly, such multilayer mirrors can be regarded as volume
gratings and employed for spectral selection of harmonics. Due to the high reflection
coefficient of the multilayer structure, monochromators based on such mirrors yield
high transmission efficiencies. If a high reflection coefficient can be achieved with
a few hundred layers only, then multilayer mirrors exhibit also excellent time
characteristics. However, despite that they are designed for a specific wavelength,
their reflectivity for adjacent spectral regions is too large to sufficiently suppress
neighboring harmonics.
An example of a monochromator for HHG radiation between 66 eV and 73 eV

based on two multilayer mirrors was presented by Siffalovic et.al [8]. The low
temporal stretch of only 2 fs induced to the XUV pulses and the constant pointing
of the HHG beam are advantages of the device. With the ratio of neighboring
harmonics being 10:1, it has limited selectivity, though.
The possibilities to realize a time compensated monochromator based on mul-

tilayer mirrors has been investigated by Poletto et.al. [45]. Such a device is
capable of delivering XUV pulses of 8 fs duration over a large range of photon
energies at constant beam pointing. With two additional reflections from normal
toroidal mirrors for collimating and focusing the beam at the entrance and exit
of the monochromator, the transmission efficiency of the device is decreased to
5 %. Furthermore, the change of photon energy requires to tilt both mirrors and
additionally to move one, which increases the alignment effort and decreases the
pointing stability of the system.

Only recently, a multilayer mirror for ultrafast spectroscopy below 100 fs designed
for XUV radiation from a FEL has been presented [46], though a precise pulse
length is not given.

3.2.3. Zone plates
In traditional optics, a Fresnel zone plate is a diffractive structure of alternating
transparent and opaque circular areas. Radiation transmitted through the trans-
parent areas of the structure propagates an additional path compared to radiation
propagating through the center of the structure (see figure 3.2). If the additional
path length equals a multiple of the wavelength λ, constructive interference occurs.
Therefore, a zone plate acts like a condenser lens. The description of zone plates
given by Myers [47] yields the same formula as for a thin lens 1

f
= 1

R1
+ 1

R2
, where f

denotes the focal length of the lens, R1 is the distance to the object, and R2 is the
distance to the image. Since a zone plate focuses due to diffraction, it represents a
highly chromatic device, where each wavelength experiences a different focal length.
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Figure 3.2.: Scheme of a traditional zone plate used in transmission geometry.
The red lines indicate the path of the central ray (optical axis), and
a ray passing through an outer zone with radius rn (light blue). The
distance from the object to the zone plate is denoted by R1, and the
distance from the zone plate to the image is denoted by R2.

The focal length f of a zone plate follows the equation:

f = r2
n

2nλ (3.10)

with rn being the radius of the nth zone and λ being the wavelength. Since its
focal length depends on the wavelength, the zone plate can also be employed as a
monochromator. This can be especially beneficial in applications where strongly
divergent radiation has to be collected, and at the same time monochromatized.
Usually two optical elements, one for collimation and one for dispersion, would
have to be used in such a case. The zone plate acts as a condenser lens with a
high numerical aperture and as a monochromator at the same time, thus making a
second element obsolete. This was demonstrated by Voigt et.al. [48] in the case
of monochromatizing XUV radiation from a plasma source. In such applications,
apertures of suitable size have to be placed in the beam path after the zone plate
to block unwanted spectral regions which would deteriorate the resolution. This is
especially true for the zeroth order, which propagates along the optical axis and
can be blocked by a opaque center of the zone plate structure. Voigt et.al. [48]
reported a resolution of ∆λ/λ = 600.
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3.3. The off-axis reflection zone plate
The applicability of a Fresnel zone plate to monochromatize XUV radiation can be
considerably increased compared to a conventional full-circle zone plate described
in the previous section. Firstly, to obtain an efficient optical device for the spectral
range of XUV light, the circular structure of the zone plate is projected onto
a reflecting plain surface [49], making it suitable for photon energies from 1 to
1500 eV as it was first suggested by Basov et.al. [50]. The resulting pattern of
circular grooves is depicted in light blue color in figure 3.3. Secondly, the incident
harmonic light impinges the reflecting structure under a grazing incidence angle
to achieve a high reflectivity. Thirdly, the most notable difference compared to
a conventional full-circle zone plate is the fact that not the full elliptical lens
structure is illuminated, but only an outer part of the structure marked in deep
blue color [50, 51]. This off-axis illumination turns the reflection zone plate into

Figure 3.3.: Scheme of an off-axis reflection zone plate. The elliptical structure
of a traditional zone plate is depicted in light blue while the off-axis
area that is actually illuminated is marked in dark blue color. Each
wavelength is diffracted and focused by the structure to different
points on the optical axis. R1 denotes the distance from the HHG
source to the center of the zone plate and R2 denotes the distance
to the focal spot. R’1 and R’2 indicate the relevant distances to the
center of the off-axis area. Reprinted with permission from ref. [52].

an ideal monochromator. Although the radiation incident onto this section is not
propagating along the optical axis anymore, it is still diffracted to points that lie
on the optical axis. Hence, each wavelength does not only experience its own focal
length, as described in equation (3.10), but now it also follows its own propagation
direction downstream of the zone plate, which is different from the optical axis.
Therefore, the structure of an ORZP can be designed to focus the first diffraction
order of a specific wavelength to a point at a certain position. A slit placed at
that position transmits the desired harmonic but blocks all other harmonics, which
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are diffracted and focused differently. Additionally, the specular reflex (zero-order
reflection) can be easily separated. Thus, the ORZP combines the advantages of a
traditional zone plate with a high spectral separation due to the high off-center line
density. Since the exact location of the illuminated area on the elliptical structure
can be freely chosen, the path length difference of the diffracted light can be tuned
so that the introduced pulse stretch can be kept below a chosen maximum. This
can only be done at the expense of energy resolution, so that a balance has to be
found for the layout of the zone plate for a specific application.

Additional to the mentioned advantages, the focusing properties of the zone plate
monochromator supersede the use of additional focusing mirrors in the beamline,
thus increasing the throughput of the whole system.

Just as for the conventional zone plate, the geometrical demagnification factor M
of the ORZP is given by the ratio of entrance arm R′1 and exit arm R′2 (see figure
3.3):

M = R′2
R′1

(3.11)

making it possible to adjust the spotsize of the XUV radiation downstream of the
monochromator to the size of the sample (in the present work the liquid jet). With
a HHG source size ∆S, and a given demagnification M, the focal spot ∆x′ produced
by the zone plate equals:

∆x′ = ∆S
M

. (3.12)

giving a measure for the minimal slit size of the monochromator. The energy
dispersion ∆E in the slit plane of the zone-plate monochromator is dependent on
the square of the XUV photon energy E, the central line density d of the structure,
the diffraction angle β, and the inverse of the length of the exit arm R′2 [28]:

∆E
∆x′ = E2d sin β

hcR′2
, (3.13)

Here, h and c denote the Planck constant and speed of light, respectively. With a
given entrance angle α, the optimal line density d can be calculated according to
an equation presented in [28]:

d = λ

sinα

(1 + cot2 α +
(
R′2
∆x′

∆E
E

)2
) 1

2

− cotα
 . (3.14)

In an experimental setup with a fixed geometry, i.e. fixed incident angle, distances
R′1 and R′2 and groove distance d, a monochromator based on ORZPs is restricted
to operate with a single harmonic of the driving laser. This restriction can be
overcome if several off-center zone plates optimized for different high harmonics
are manufactured in an array on a single substrate (see figure 5.3). Then, a change
of the laser harmonic can be accomplished by translating the substrate along the
array of zone plates [28] without any further alignments.
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3.4. Supplementary techniques
Supplementary techniques have been developed to select individual laser harmonics
out of a XUV spectrum. Among them are approaches employing metallic filters of
suitable transmission and approaches where harmonic generation is realized in a
noncollinear arrangement of several laser beams [53, 54].

Experiments where harmonic selection is conducted with metallic filters allow a
high transmission of the desired spectral range through the filters. Furthermore,
since no diffractive element is used, the pulse stretch is minimal. The spectral
transmission of such a filter-based monochromator can be too broad, though,
since it may be difficult to find materials exhibiting sufficiently steep absorption
edges. Thus, an unwanted amount of intensity from neighboring harmonics may be
transmitted. Furthermore, the limited choice of filter materials limits the possible
choice of XUV wavelengths.
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4. Experimental setup
The experimental setup for time resolved XUV photoelectron spectroscopy consists
of a driving laser, a stage employing low-order nonlinear optics to generate the
desired pump beam for time-resolved PES, the HHG beamline and the experimental
vacuum chamber for the PES experiment. A scheme of the experimental setup is
depicted in figure 4.1. It can be grouped into four sections, the generation stage,
spectral separation, refocusing to the experiment, and the experimental chamber.
The individual components are described in the following section.

Figure 4.1.: Elements of the HHG beamline including the experimental chamber
for time-resolved PES. Reprinted with permission from ref. [52].

The driving laser and the HHG beamline up to the refocusing section are
located in a clean room, which is temperature and humidity controlled. Locating
the experimental chamber for time-resolved PES outside of this room yields the
advantage that the controlled atmosphere in the clean room is undisturbed while
conducting experiments. This allocation of equipment results in a minimum distance
between the refocusing mirror and the position of the liquid jet, though, as the
experimental chamber for PES has some size itself.

4.1. Layout of the HHG Beamline
4.1.1. Femtosecond laser system
As pointed out in the introduction, Ti:sapphire lasers producing ultrashort IR
light pulses are routinely used for high harmonic generation. The driving laser for
the present high harmonic generation, as well as for the low harmonic generation
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Figure 4.2.: Elements of the femtosecond laser system including oscillator, regen-
erative amplifier and optical parametric amplifier.

or the OPA, is a commercially available femtosecond laser system from Coherent.
The layout of the laser system is schematically shown in figure 4.2. It consists
of the oscillator model "Vitara", delivering light pulses of 25 fs duration with an
average power of 550 mW at a repetition rate of 80 MHz. The spectrum of the light
pulses after the oscillator is modified in the spectral shape filter "SSF" for efficient
amplification in the regenerative amplifier "Legend Elite Duo". The amplifier is
operating at a repetition rate of 5 kHz. It delivers an average optical power of
12.5 W with the pulse duration of 25 fs. The beam is expanded after the amplifier
to a size of 12 mm (1/e2 criterion) and split with a pulse energy ratio of 3/2. The
large beam size reduces the influence of air fluctuations on the intensity of the
high-power laser light. For the same reason the optics tables are covered and
connected with tubes.

IR light pulses up to a pulse energy of 1.5 mJ are available from the reflection of
the beam splitter (BS1) to drive the HHG process. In a first approach to regulate
this pump energy and thus influence the HHG efficiency via phase matching, the
laser intensity of this part was regulated with an iris aperture. This is a cheap and
quick method to start with, but it comes with some drawbacks. The accuracy and
reproducibility of the aperture mechanics are low. Furthermore, a progressively
closed aperture introduces more and more interference fringes in the spatial profile
of the beam. Although the mean power may be ideal for efficient high harmonic
generation, the local pump intensities vary with the interference pattern. This
leads to regions of too low intensity coexistent to regions of too high intensity
for efficient conversion, eventually resulting in overall low output of XUV light.
Additionally, the focal spot size changes in the generation region with changes of
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aperture size. These variations are then transferred to the interaction region of the
PES measurement via the XUV optics of the beamline.
A more advanced approach uses a combination of a half-wave plate and a thin-

film polarizer. The rotation of the waveplate controls the ratio of s- and p-polarized
light, and therefore, the fraction of pulse energy transmitted through the polarizer.
This method leaves the spatial profile and focal spot size undisturbed, and settings
are easily reproducible. Furthermore, the laser polarization is cleaned from any
elliptical contribution. Waveplate and polarizer are the models OA232 and OA541
supplied by FEMTOLasers, and specially designed to support the broad spectrum
of ultrashort light pulses. The laser pulses are focused loosely into an argon filled
cell by a 600 mm lens mounted on a translation stage. The laser light for generating
high harmonic radiation is characterized by a device from APE (model LXSpider)
employing the technique of spectral phase interferometry for direct electric-field
reconstruction (SPIDER).

Pump light generation for pump-probe PES experiments

The laser light transmitted through the beam splitter (BS1) exhibits a power
of 1 mJ. This part of the laser output is used to generate the pump light for
the pump-probe PES experiment. Three alternatives are available to adapt this
light to the specific pump photon energy required for a particular sample system.
In the first option, the IR laser light is employed to excite the sample without
further modification of the photon energy. This facility is chosen for the cross
correlation (CC) experiment used to characterize the zone plate (see section 5.5).
The second option allows to generate the second or third harmonic of the IR
laser light through nonlinear optical processes in a home-built stage based on
barium borate (BBO) crystals. This alternative is used in the time-resolved PES
experiments on hemin dissolved in DMSO (see section 8.5). Finally, a commercially
available OPA (Coherent, model "OperASolo") allows to choose the photon energy
of the pump light in the large range between 5.16 and 0.48 eV.

4.1.2. High harmonic generation
Out of the different technical approaches described in section 3.1.3 for generating
XUV light though the process of HHG from an intense IR laser, the method
employing a gas filled cell is chosen. For generating high-order harmonics with
photon energies up to several tens of eV in argon, the use of a cell represents an
unpretentious system to start with. At the same time it opens the way to more
sophisticated setups when either a higher photon flux or higher photon energies
are desired. The confinement of the generation volume into a cell allows to use a
larger range of gas pressures, while consuming smaller amounts of gas as compared
to a free gas jet. At the same time, the alignment effort is smaller than compared
to an approach employing a gas filled waveguide.
The stainless steel cell hosting the argon atmosphere for HHG is connected to

an injection lance via a connection system using Swagelok’s VCR metal gaskets.
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A scheme of this system is depicted in figure 4.3. During operation, the lance
is vertically inserted through a lock (L) into the generation chamber (C). The
lock allows the exchange of the lance without breaking the vacuum. The system
is sealed at the top of the lock with an o-ring pressed against the lance. Upon
removing the lance, the vacuum chamber is closed by a gate valve (GV) between
chamber and lock before the lock is opened to the air and the lance is taken out
completely.

The cell has two openings allowing the laser to pass horizontally through it. The
openings are initially sealed with an aluminum tape glued around it. The focused
laser then drills its own entrance and exit apertures into the tape, ensuring minimal
gas leakage. The bottom of the cell is designed to fit into a special receptacle
placed at the bottom of the vacuum chamber. Thus, the cell is always placed in
the same position when the lance is inserted into the vacuum. This construction
prevents any need for further adjustments of the cell with respect to the laser focus
once the laser beam is aligned.

Figure 4.3.: Piping and instrumentation diagram of the gas supply for HHG in a
gas filled cell. The gas bottle is labeled B, while valves are denoted
V1−7, the dosing valve is labeled DV and the gate valve GV. The gas
cell is labeled C, the turbo pump TP and the prevacuum pump PP.
The function of the individual parts is described in the text.

As a nonlinear medium argon 4.8 is supplied from a gas bottle (B) stored in
a safe cabinet. The bottle is connected via a pressure regulator (PR) to the
gas line. A dosing valve (DV) is used to regulate the pressure in the cell up to
40 mbar measured by the manometer (M) at the top of the injection lance. To
establish a clean argon supply, every section of the supply tubes can be evacuated
by the oil pump (PP) through the valves V1 to V6. The oil pump also generates
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the prevacuum for the turbomolecular pump (TP) connected to the generation
chamber.

During operation, the residual pressure in the generation chamber is in the order
of 10−4 to 10−3 mbar. To retain low pressures in the subsequent vacuum chambers
housing the monochromator and refocusing mirror, a differential pumping stage is
connected between the generation chamber and the vacuum chamber for spectral
selection. A removable aperture is installed between the differential pumping
chamber and the monochromator. This aperture significantly reduces the heat
impact of IR radiation onto an ultra-thin aluminum filter, which is installed to
block the residual IR light. The filter transmits approximately 70 % of the XUV
light, but blocks the IR light. In the course of the experiment, the aluminum foil
has been moved from this place and has been installed behind the exit slit of the
monochromator to extend the lifetime of the foil.

4.1.3. Spectral selection of high harmonics
From the group of high harmonics generated from the IR laser, a specific harmonic
has to be chosen to conduct the spectroscopy experiment. For the spectral separa-
tion a novel type of monochromator employing ORZPs is used. The design and
performance of this monochromator are presented in detail in chapter 5.

The present section addresses the design of the vacuum chamber and the custom-
made manipulator for positioning the monochromator in the UHV environment.
While the ORZPs offer some unique advantages, their full potential can only be
exploited when they are precisely aligned with respect to the incident XUV laser
beam. Therefore, the manipulator for positioning the monochromator has to
control the motion of six axes (three translational and three rotational axes) with
sufficient precision. In particular, the motors for the translational axes should
provide a positioning precision better than 5 µm and the rotational axes should
support a precision better than 1 µrad. Additionally, the three rotational axes
should intersect each other in one point in the center of the monochromator surface.
Since the laser beam is propagating in a plane located at a height of 165 mm
above the optics table, the construction of the six-axes manipulator also has to be
adapted to this low height. At the same time it has to be strong enough to move
and support the weight of the monochromator. Furthermore, it has to be UHV
compatible in the order of 10−9 mbar. The design satisfying the aforementioned
constraints is shown in figure 4.4. Displayed is the version for the refocusing mirror.
The manipulator consists of two sections. The lower part (light blue) controls
the horizontal linear motions along the directions labeled as x- and y-axis, and,
mounted on top of this part, is the translation stage controlling the vertical motion
(dark gray) along the direction labeled as z-axis. The linear translation stages are
equipped with piezo-driven motors from "Nanomotion". Their motion is induced by
piezo actuators via the slip-stick-effect. A number of piezo actuators are pressed
on a ceramic strip attached to the translation stage, thereby holding the stage
in position. During motion, oscillations of the actuators push the stage in the
desired direction. The number of piezo actuators per translation stage determines
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4.1. Layout of the HHG Beamline

Figure 4.4.: Manipulator for XUV optics. The image shows the version for the
refocusing mirror. The x-y stage controlling the horizontal movement
is depicted in light blue while the stage for the vertical movement
is depicted in dark grey. Attached is the module (dark yellow)
controlling the rotational axes with the piezo actuators (light grey)
pushing the levers (blue).
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the holding force of the stage. The optical encoders (models Renishaw RGH25)
incorporated in the stages allow to position them with a precision of 100 nm.
Attached to this x-y-z-stage is the module controlling the rotations (dark yellow)
and holding the monochromator substrate. Each rotational axis is driven by a piezo
actuator (Newport model 8321-UHV) depicted in light gray. The actuator pushes a
lever (blue) which translates the linear motion into a rotation. With a step size of
approximately 30 nm and a lever length of 30 mm, the lever drive allows to achieve
the desired precision of approximately 1 µrad. The rotational axes are not equipped
with encoders due to limitations in space inside the vacuum chamber and limited
capacity of the translation stages carrying weight. The manipulator is housed in
a cylindrical vacuum chamber standing upright on the optics table. Figure 4.5
depicts a cutaway drawing of the vacuum chamber exposing the manipulator inside.
The chamber body is equipped with flanges for the electrical feedthroughs used
for wiring the motors and encoders. The entrance and exit flanges for the XUV
radiation are welded at an angle of 20◦ with respect to each other, as this is the
deflection angle of the monochromator (see section 5.1). Opposite of the entrance
and exit flanges, two small flanges are welded to the chamber that allow to pass a
laser beam used for alignment of the chamber and of the manipulator. With this
construction, the vacuum chamber can be precisely positioned on the table. Once
aligned, the chamber was fixed with clamps to the optics table.

Figure 4.5.: Cutaway drawing of the monochromator chamber showing the inner
part with the manipulator and the zone plate substrate.
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4.1. Layout of the HHG Beamline

The sidewall of the vacuum chamber can be dismounted from its bottom. This
construction greatly simplifies access to the manipulator within the chamber. In
this way, the manipulator can be assembled on the chamber bottom and it can be
easily aligned under ambient conditions. After installation and orientation of the
monochromator, the sidewall is re-attached to the chamber bottom. Special guide
pins in the bottom plate ensure that the chamber wall position is reproducible.

Exit slit

While the dispersion of harmonics is induced by reflection zone plates, a slit placed
in the focal plane of the monochromator is used for selecting a desired harmonic.
The slit follows a design approach established at FU Berlin. The cylindrical vacuum
chamber housing the slit mechanism is mounted on a manual x-y translation stage.
This stage allows for precise positioning of the slit perpendicular and along the XUV
beam path. Figure 4.6 displays a cutaway drawing of the slit chamber exposing

Figure 4.6.: Cutaway drawing of the slit and the surrounding vacuum chamber.
The linear feedthrough pushes vertically downwards on the copper
spring (orange) which translates the vertical motion to a horizontal
motion to move the slit (blue).

the slit and some of the mechanics. To adjust the slit width, the rod of a linear
feedthrough pushes against a copper spring that translates the vertical motion of
the feedthrough into a synchronous horizontal motion of the two blades that form
the slit.
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Behind the slit chamber, a cubical vacuum chamber is mounted on the optics
table. This cube allows to insert an aluminum foil into the beam path to block
residual IR radiation. A photodiode can be inserted into the beam path directly
behind the foil in order to measure the XUV photon flux. The photodiode is the
XUV compatible model G1127-04 from Hamamatsu.

4.1.4. Refocusing of high harmonics
Downstream from the slit chamber, the vacuum chamber housing the refocusing
mirror is placed on te optics table. The refocusing mirror redirects and focuses
the XUV light onto the liquid jet located in the the vacuum chamber for the PES
experiment. Details of the toroidal refocusing mirror are given in section 5.1.5 where
the results of the ray tracing for the beamline are presented. The vacuum chamber
of the refocusing mirror and the design of the six-axes manipulator supporting the
mirror are very similar to that of the chamber housing the monochromator. Due to
the weight of the mirror, the vertical z-axis is controlled by the UHV-compatible
translation stage "LS-65" from "Physical Instruments".
The design of the vacuum chamber includes a translational feedthrough that

allows to insert an additional plane gold-coated mirror into the beam path after
the refocusing mirror. This construction enables to send the XUV light to an
imaging detector to evaluate the intensity distribution in the XUV focus. The
detector consists of a combination of a double-stack multi-channel plate (MCP)
and a phosphor screen. The image on the phosphor screen is recorded with a charge
coupled device (CCD) camera. Imaging detector and CCD camera can be moved
on a translation stage along the path of the re-directed beam to measure the size
of the focus created by the refocusing mirror.

4.2. Experimental setup for time-resolved
photoelectron spectroscopy

The vacuum setup for time-resolved photoelectron spectroscopy has been developed
in our laboratory for the investigation of liquid samples [55]. However, the PES
experiments conducted during the characterization of the zone-plate monochromator
employed argon gas as sample. Since the peculiarities of the setup arise from
handling liquids in a vacuum environment, and are related to the liquid micro-jet
technique which is introduced in section 7.3, the setup is described in more detail
in a later section (see section 7.4). Here, a brief description is given only.
The vacuum chamber for the PES experiments is connected to the beamline

for high harmonic generation so that the XUV beam passes horizontally in front
the photoelectron time-of-flight (TOF) spectrometer opening. During the work
presented in this thesis, the setup for XUV photoelectron spectroscopy was equipped
with two different TOF electron spectrometer. In a first approach, a homebuilt
TOF spectrometer with a single magnetic lens following the design of Kruit and
Read [56] was used. Later, it was exchanged with a commercially available TOF
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4.2. Experimental setup for time-resolved photoelectron spectroscopy

spectrometer from SPECS (THEMIS 600) which employs a set of electrostatic
lenses and has been adapted to suit to the liquid-jet setup. The versatility that
comes with the use of different electrostatic lens modes in the latter spectrometer
is found to be advantageous over the larger collection of electrons by the magnetic
bottle TOF spectrometer. Both devices are described in detail below. Argon gas is
introduced into the chamber via a dosing valve. The pump beam for time-resolved
studies is introduced through a glass window on the side of the vacuum chamber.
A small mirror redirects the pump beam so that it intersects the XUV beam at a
small angle in front of the electron spectrometer.

4.2.1. Magnetic bottle time-of-flight electron spectrometer
A part of the results presented in this chapter has been published in the following
paper:
"Time-of-flight electron spectrometer for a broad range of kinetic en-

ergies"
Alexander Kothe, Jan Metje, Martin Wilke, Alexandre Moguilevski, Nicholas

Engel, Ruba Al-Obaidi, Clemens Richter, Ronny Golnak, Igor Yu. Kiyan, and
Emad F. Aziz, Rev. Sci. Inst., Vol. 84, 023106 (2013), DOI: 10.1063/1.4791792

The distinctive feature of this type of spectrometer is an increased collection of
electrons compared to a conventional drift-tube TOF spectrometer. In the latter
case, the acceptance angle, which is the solid angle of the electron cloud that reaches
the detector, is solely determined by the geometry of the spectrometer. Namely it
is defined by the length of the flight tube and the detector area. In comparison
to this simple design, the implementation of an inhomogeneous magnetic field in
the magnetic-lens spectrometer enables to increase the detection angle up to 4π
steradians. This is achieved by a magnetic field that has a large field strength at

Figure 4.7.: Field lines of the bottle-shaped magnetic field, reprinted with per-
mission from ref. [56]. The high-field region is the point of photoion-
ization, whereas the electrons are detected at the end of the low-field
region.
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the point of photoionization, but whose strength then gradually decreases in the
direction towards the detector, before it eventually turns into a weak homogeneous
field parallel to the axis of the drift tube (see figure 4.7). Due to the shape of the
magnetic field, the spectrometer is named "magnetic bottle" type.
The photoelectrons emitted from the sample experience a Lorentz force in the

magnetic field, which depends on the local magnetic field strength and on the
component of their velocity vector perpendicular to the local direction of the
magnetic field. The Lorentz force causes the electrons to circle around the local
direction of the magnetic field. Since the electrons also have a velocity component
parallel to the local magnetic field, the resulting movement is in a spiral motion
around the direction of the magnetic field. Simultaneously, the perpendicular
component of the velocity will be decreased in favor of an increase of the parallel
component, since the kinetic energy of the electrons is conserved.

Figure 4.8.: Cutaway drawing of the magnetic bottle TOF spectrometer reprinted
with permission from ref. [57]. Displayed are only the entrance
(right) of the spectrometer and the rear part with the detector (left).
The permanent magnet (1) creates the inhomogeneous magnetic field,
which gradually turns into a homogeneous field determined by the
solenoid (2) in the drift tube (3). The mu-metal shield (4) screens
the flight region from outer magnetic fields. A stack of meshes (6), a
double-stack MCP (7) and phosphor screen (8) compose the detector.
The skimmer (5) reducing the spectrometer entrance and the nozzle
(9) introducing the micro-jet are also shown.

The requirements imposed on the spectrometer due to the presence of the liquid
sample and the use of a magnetic lens result in the layout depicted in figure 4.8 taken
from Kothe et.al. [57]. The spectrometer consists of two sections, each carrying a
turbomolecular pump. For simplicity, only the entrance of the spectrometer and the
rear section housing the detector are displayed. The permanent magnet (1) creates
the inhomogeneous magnetic field, which is eventually converted into a homogeneous
field determined by the solenoid (2) in the drift tube (3). The permanent magnet
is composed of a conical soft iron tip, a stack of cylindrical SM2Co17 magnets and
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4.2. Experimental setup for time-resolved photoelectron spectroscopy

a cylindrical soft iron end. The number of magnets determines the field strength.
In the applied configuration two magnets have been used, each of them creating a
magnetic field strength of 384 mT at the flat surface [58]. The solenoid is created
from a Kapton-isolated copper wire. Its 500 turns per meter are laid on the drift
tube with a distance between each other so that the inner part of the spectrometer
can be evacuated through the perforated drift tube (holes are not shown in figure
4.8). With a current of 2 A, which was routinely used during the experiment, the
coil generates a magnetic field of 1.26 mT. The mu-metal shield (4) screens the
flight region from outer magnetic fields. In contrast to the drift tube, it is perforated
only in front of the two turbomolecular pumps to allow for pumping the drift tube
but to ensure high magnetic screening at the same time. The detector at the rear
end of the drift tube consists of a stack of copper meshes (6), a double stack MCP
(7) and a phosphor screen (8). In a first approach, only one mesh was mounted in
front of the MCP. In this configuration, the mesh was grounded while the MCP
front was kept at a bias potential of 300 V. This setting allows to accelerate the
the photoelectrons to kinetic energies that meet the optimum MCP efficiency, and,
at the same time, ensures a field-free flight region. A potential of 1.5 kV was
applied across the double stack MCP for amplification of the photoelectron events.
The cloud of electrons exiting the rear of the MCP is pulled onto the phosphor
screen (8) by applying a potential of 2.4 kV between the back of the MCP and the
phosphor screen. The screen fulfills two functions. On the one hand, it acts as a
collecting anode for the photoelectrons where the current draining from the screen
is used as the measurement signal. On the other hand, the electrons hitting the
phosphor layer lead to a glowing of the screen. The resulting light emitted from the
screen is captured through a viewport by a CCD camera facilitating the alignment
of the XUV beam in front of the spectrometer. The results of the spectrometer
calibration, which are published in ref. [57], and discussed below, were acquired
with this configuration.

In a second approach, the front of the detector was upgraded with two additional
copper meshes. This configuration allowed to apply a reverse voltage between the
first and the second mesh, thus acting as a high-pass filter. The electrons that have
passed the filter are then accelerated to their original energy between the second
and third grid, before they are accelerated by a potential of 300 V onto the front
of the MCP.

A gold-coated conical skimmer (5) reduces the entrance opening of the spectrom-
eter and guarantees low pressure within the drift tube. A ball valve is located just
behind the skimmer, so that the spectrometer can be separated from the vacuum
chamber, in case the latter has to be vented. The interaction region (9) where the
XUV light intersects the liquid jet and creating the photoelectrons is represented
by a glass nozzle.

The data acquisition is conducted in the counting mode of photoelectron events.
Here, each single electron event on the front of the MCP is amplified to a small
electrical pulse draining from the phosphor screen. This pulse is decoupled from the
bias high voltage of the screen by a high-pass filter. To prevent damage inflicted
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by fast high voltage sparks on electronics downstream of the decoupling box, a
spark protection module is used at the circuit exit. The measurement signal is
then amplified by a two stage amplifier and processed by a fast digitizer computer
card from Roentdek GmbH (model "bNdigo5").

Characterization of the magnetic bottle TOF

The magnetic bottle TOF spectrometer was characterized at the BESSY II beamline
U41PGM to obtain the parameters for the conversion of flight time to electron
kinetic energy, as well as to determine its energy resolution and collection efficiency.
The test procedure used soft X-ray radiation to generate photoelectrons from argon
similar to the routine described in ref [59]. The spectrometer was operated in the
single grid configuration described in section 4.2.1 employing only one grounded
grid in front of the MCP.
The spin orbit splitting of the residual Ar+-ion produces a splitting of the 2p

ionization channel into a doublet formed by the 2P3/2 and 2P1/2 contributions.
Additionally, the photoelectron signal incorporates a contribution from Auger
LMM decays of the argon 2p hole [60]. The part of the spectrum consisting of the
photoelectron signal originating from the argon 2p doublet with a binding energy of
250.6 eV and 248.4 eV [61] is used for calibrating the spectrometer. This a suitable
choice to produce low-energy electrons with the available range of photon energies
of the beamline U41 starting from 180 eV. The equation underlying the energy
conversion has the following form:

E(kin) = me

2
L2

(t− t0)2 (4.1)

The kinetic energy Ekin is calculated from the ionization potential Ip and the photon
energy provided by the beamline Ehν . The spectrometer length is represented by
the variable L. The time offset t0 is dependent on the readout electronics and the
cable length. The fit of equation 4.1 to the data yields a length of the spectrometer
of L = 102 cm.
The energy resolution of the TOF spectrometer has been evaluated from the

calibration series for the configuration with the magnetic lens and for the lens-free
conventional configuration. Results for the magnetic bottle configuration (filled red
circles) and the field-free device (open black circles) for kinetic energies between 5
and 750 eV are presented in figure 4.9. The energy resolution of the spectrometer
operated in the two configurations shows a different behavior, especially in the range
of low kinetic energies. Therefore, the data are represented in a graph with a double
logarithmic scale. The resolution is generally better for the lens-free spectrometer,
which is due to the more complicated path of the photoelectrons performing the
spiral motion in the magnetic lens. At medium kinetic energies around 50 eV, the
relative resolution ∆E/E of the magnetic bottle TOF spectrometer improves. Here,
the velocity component perpendicular to the magnetic field lines is large, resulting
in a larger spiral radius. Since the fast photoelectrons exit the lens area sooner, the
collection of electrons is reduced, which improves the resolution. At high kinetic
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Figure 4.9.: Energy resolution of the magnetic bottle TOF spectrometer (filled red

circles) reprinted with permission from ref. [57]. The corresponding
resolution of a field free spectrometer is represented by open circles.

energies above 200 eV, the resolution of the two devices approach the same value.
Here, the limiting factor for the resolution is the finite response time of the readout
electronics.
Further evaluation of the Auger LMM signal allows the determination of the

collection efficiency of the magnetic bottle TOF spectrometer. At low kinetic
energies up to 50 eV, the collection efficiency is increased by more than two orders
of magnitude compared to a conventional TOF spectrometer [57]. In this range,
it decreases only slowly with increased electron kinetic energy. At higher kinetic
energies, the collection efficiency decreases stronger. The maximal detection angle
of 25◦ in the case of low kinetic energies is much larger than that of a conventional
TOF, but still lower than the value of π/2 reported in refs [56, 62]. This is caused
by the skimmer at the spectrometer entrance, which is installed to reduce the
amount of evaporating sample transmitted to the spectrometer in an experiment
with a liquid jet, but also blocks a part of the photoelectron trajectories.

4.2.2. Electrostatic lens spectrometer SPECS THEMIS 600
During the work for this thesis, the homebuilt magnetic bottle TOF spectrometer
was exchanged against a commercially available TOF spectrometer with a system
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of electrostatic lenses incorporated in the drift tube. The spectrometer is the model
THEMIS 600 supplied by SPECS and was adapted to suit the liquid jet setup.
This includes the installation of a skimmer which reduces the spectrometer opening
and facilitates to maintain a good vacuum inside the device when operating with
liquid samples. Furthermore, a valve is installed behind the skimmer to disconnect
the spectrometer from the experimental chamber. Three turbomolecular pumps,
each with a pumping speed of 300 L/s, pump the spectrometer during operation.
The electrostatic lens system of the spectrometer allows a number of modes of
operation. In the drift mode (DM), the lenses are switched off and the spectrometer
corresponds to a conventional TOF spectrometer. In this mode, the device has its
best energy resolution of approximately 25 meV at an electron kinetic energy of
20 eV. This is only limited by the geometry of the spectrometer. The second mode
that is used during this work is the wide angle mode (WAM). In this mode, the
electrostatic lenses are operated in a way that allows the largest collection angle of
±13◦. Figure 4.10 displays the simulated electron trajectories in the WAM.

Figure 4.10.: Simulated electron trajectories of the THEMIS TOF spectrometer
operated in the WAM, reprinted with permission from ref. [63]. The
dimensions suit the larger model THEMIS 1000.

An iris aperture is placed at the position of the node of the electron trajectories.
Closing this aperture allows to establish a differential pumping geometry without
loosing many photoelectrons. A second aperture is located in front of the detector,
which may be closed for differential pumping, but it decreases the strength of the
photoelectron signal.
The delayline electron detector of the spectrometer consists of a double stack

MCP and two wires that are laid in turns perpendicular to each other. When a cloud
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Figure 4.11.: Scheme of the delayline detector with the readout electronics,
reprinted with permission from ref. [63]. The lower part of the
drawing displays the pulse train of four measurement signals caused
by an electron event on the grid.

of electrons exits the MCP and impinges on the wires, a current pulse travels to each
ends of the wires creating a pulse train of four measurement signals. The pairwise
analysis of the runtime of the signals allows the localization of the origin of electron
events on the grid formed by the wires. Additional to the determination of the
kinetic energy, the spatial evaluation of the detector signal allows the determination
of the angular momentum of the electrons. Figure 4.11 displays a scheme of the
delayline detector with the readout electronics taken from ref [63].
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5. The off-axis reflective zone plate
monochromator

A part of the results presented in this chapter has been published in the following
article:
"Monochromatization of femtosecond XUV light pulses with the use

of reflection zone plates"
Jan Metje, Mario Borgwardt, Alexandre Moguilevski, Alexander Kothe, Nicholas

Engel, Martin Wilke, Ruba Al-Obaidi, Daniel Tolksdorf, Alexander Firsov, Maria
Brzhezinskaya, Alexei Erko, Igor Yu. Kiyan, and Emad F. Aziz
Optics Express Vol. 22, pp 10747-10760 (2014), DOI:10.1364/OE.22.010747

5.1. Ray tracing: monochromator performance and
beamline layout

The ray tracing program "RAYREFLEC", which was developed at Helmholtz-
Zentrum Berlin [64], was used to design the layout of the beamline for harmonic
generation and calculate the efficiency of the optical elements. Based on a set of
parameters describing the source of the XUV light, the propagation of the XUV
beam is simulated according to the equations describing the function of the optical
elements and taking into account the material properties stored in the database
of the program. From the ray tracing analysis, the intensity distributions on the
surface of the optical elements and in two image planes located at the position of
the slit and in the interaction region at the position of the PES experiment are
presented.

5.1.1. Beamline efficiency
The efficiency of the beamline in the spectral range of XUV light depends on
parameters such as surface roughness and coating material of the optical elements,
as well as on the grazing incident angle of the XUV light. To find optimum
conditions for the present setup, the reflectivity of a mirror for XUV light was
simulated for different coating materials and geometrical parameters. The results
are shown in figure 5.1. For each set of parameters, the solid lines represent
reflectivity data for s-polarized light, while the dashed lines represent reflectivity
data for p-polarized light. Metal coatings represent 40 nm thick layers deposited
on a SiO2 substrate. Panel (1) displays the influence of the coating roughness
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Figure 5.1.: Simulated reflectivity data for different XUV mirror configurations.
The metal coatings have a thickness of 40 nm and are deposited
on a SiO2 substrate. The solid lines represent reflectivity data for
s-polarized light, while the dashed lines represent reflectivity data
for p-polarized light. Panel (1) illustrates the influence of coating
roughness on the reflectivity of the mirror, exemplified on the case
of a gold coating. Panel (2) displays the reflectivity of a gold layer
for light incident under a grazing incident angle of 5, 10 and 20◦.
Panel (3) demonstrates the different reflectivities of a gold coating,
a bare SiO2 substrate and a silicon substrate with a natural oxide
layer. Panel (4) compares the reflectivities of gold, platinum and
molybdenum.
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on the reflectivity in the case of a gold layer. The smaller the roughness of a
reflecting surface is, the smaller is the loss of photons due to scattering. This is
more pronounced for higher photon energies. Mirrors with a surface roughness
much below 1 nm have high production costs, though. In the present spectral
range from 10 to 150 eV, a root mean square (RMS) roughness of 0.5 nm has a
sufficiently high reflectivity while still being affordable. Panel (2) compares the
reflectivity of a gold layer for light incident under three different grazing incident
angles, namely 5, 10 and 20◦. Small incident angles lead to high reflectivities due
to the smaller refractive index for XUV light in media compared to vacuum. Due
to the geometrical constraints in the laboratory, a grazing incidence angle of ten
degrees was chosen as a compromise. Panel (3) displays reflectivity data of a bare
SiO2 substrate and a silicon substrate with a natural oxide layer in comparison to
a gold-coated mirror. While the silicon substrate with the natural oxide exhibits
a higher reflectivity than gold in the range of low photo energies, its reflectivity
significantly decreases at energies above 50 eV. Panel (4) compares the reflectivity
of a gold-coated substrate to that of a platinum and molybdenum coating, which
are common materials in x-ray optics. While molybdenum exhibits the highest
reflectivity of these three materials around 100 eV, it has an absorption band
around 40 eV leading to strong variations in reflectivity.
Based on the simulations, a gold coating and a grazing incident angle of 10◦

were chosen for the optical elements. This choice yields the best reflectivity for the
photon energy range between 10 and 100 eV. The deflection angle of the reflected
beam, which is twice the grazing incident angle, is therefore equal to 20◦.

5.1.2. XUV light source
The rays for the ray tracing simulation emerge from a XUV light source which
is assumed to have a circular shape with a Gaussian intensity distribution in the
x-y-plane perpendicular to the propagation direction z. The divergence of the rays
is assumed to have a Gaussian distribution as well. The parameters of the source
are listed in table 5.1. Results from the ray tracing are presented for rays with a
photon energy of 32.55 eV, which corresponds to the 21st harmonic of the IR laser.
The spectral bandwidth of the emitted light was set to a value of 150 meV (full
width at half maximum (FWHM)), which is a typical value for comparable HHG
sources [38].

width (FWHM) depth divergence (FWHM)
x (µm) y (µm) z (µm) x (mrad) y (mrad)
100 100 100 1.2 1.2

Table 5.1.: Geometrical parameters used in the ray tracing algorithm describing
the XUV light source.
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5.1.3. The off-axis reflection zone plate
Since the XUV source at the start of the beamline has a size of 100 µm, and a
thin liquid jet of 25 µm is the target for the PES experiment at the end of the
beamline, the zone plate is designed to demagnify the beam size in the focal plane.
The demagnification factor M = R′2/R

′
1 was chosen to be 35/100. The distance

between the HHG source and the center of the ORZP was set to be 1000 mm,
leading to a distance of 350 mm between the ORZP and the slit, according to the
given demagnification factor. This results in a focus size of the monochromatized
XUV light in the slit plane of 35 µm.

Having fixed the geometrical parameters such as the deflection angle and the
demagnification factor, the entrance angle α, the exit angle β and the energy
resolution ∆E are calculated from equation (3.13). The results are listed in table
5.2. The entrance angle acquires the value α =9.6◦, the exit angle acquires the value

E/∆E α (°) β (°) R’1 (mm) R’2 (mm)
167 9.6 10.4 1000 350

Table 5.2.: The energy resolution and geometrical parameters of the zone plate
monochromator, reprinted with permission from ref. [52].

of β =10.4◦, and the energy resolution acquires a value of E/∆E = 167. Combining
the source parameters listed in table 5.1 and the geometrical parameters listed
in table 5.2, the size of the footprint of the XUV light on the ORZP structure is
inferred from the ray tracing simulations. As it is displayed in figure 5.2, the choice
of a small incident angle of 9.6◦ leads to a large footprint of more than 20 mm in the
horizontal direction. Therefore, a substrate with a diameter of 50 mm was chosen
for manufacturing the dispersive structure. In the vertical direction, the ORZP
structure should have a size of 4 mm to sufficiently capture the incident XUV beam.
Since a single ORZP is designed to select a specific harmonic, the approach presented
by Brzhezinskaya et.al [28] suggests to manufacture several ORZP structures on a
single substrate, to extend the spectral range of the monochromator. The large
diameter of the substrate allows to manufacture several ORZP structures of 4 mm
width on its surface. In the present layout, three ORZPs are combined on the
substrate, namely for selecting the 17th, 21st or 25th harmonic. The structures
exhibit a size of 38 by 4 mm. A change between the harmonics implies a change
between ORZP structures. This is accomplished through a linear translation of
the substrate along its surface so that the corresponding structure is illuminated
by the HHG beam. Figure 5.3 depicts an image of the gold-coated substrate
accommodating the three dispersive structures.
The optimal line density for the ORZPs is calculated from equation (3.14),

resulting in the values listed in table 5.3.
The dispersive structures of the ORZPs are manufactured by e-beam lithography

and reactive ion etching on a silicon substrate. Due to the high quality of manu-
facturing processes in the semiconductor industry, the silicon substrate exhibits
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Figure 5.2.: Footprint of the XUV light on the monochromator substrate obtained
from the ray tracing analysis.

Figure 5.3.: Image of the gold-coated silicon substrate incorporating the three
ORZPs for selecting the 17th, 21st and 25th harmonic, respectively.
The substrate has a diameter of 50 mm. The arrow indicates the
direction of translation for selecting different harmonics.
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5.1. Ray tracing: monochromator performance and beamline layout

Harmonic E (eV) d1 (µm) d (µm) d2 (µm)
17 26.35 161.5 18.2 9.1
21 32.55 130.7 14.7 7.4
25 38.75 109.8 12.4 6.2

Table 5.3.: Parameters of individual ZPs. d, d1, and d2 are the meridional struc-
ture periods in the geometrical center, at the low-density edge, and at
the high-density edge of ZP’s sections, respectively. Reprinted with
permission from ref. [52].

a very high flatness and a very small surface roughness. After etching the zone
plate structure, the substrate is coated with gold for enhanced XUV reflectivity
(see figure 5.1). The structure exhibits a diffraction efficiency of 28.3 % for the
design energy.

5.1.4. Intensity distribution of the XUV light in the slit plane

Figure 5.4.: Simulated intensity distribution of the XUV light in the focal plane
behind the ORZP. The small focus of the design energy is depicted
in blue color. The neighboring harmonics are displayed in red.
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The simulated intensity distribution of the XUV light in the first diffraction
order at the focal distance of the design energy is displayed in figure 5.4 for the
case of the 21st harmonic. It is apparent from the figure that the light of the
design energy is focused to a small spot depicted by blue color in the middle of
the image. The neighboring harmonics of two uneven higher and two uneven lower
orders are also displayed. Since they experience longer and shorter focal lengths,
respectively, they appear unfocused but well separated from the focal spot of the
21st harmonic. Note that the oval appearance of the beam spots in the figure
is induced by the use of different scales on the axes. The size and the Gaussian
intensity distribution of the focus created by the ORZP monochromator is apparent
from figure 5.5, which displays the central spot from figure 5.4 in greater detail. A
nearly circular spot with a size of 35 µm (FWHM), as it should be according to
the chosen demagnification factor M = 35/100, is achieved.

Figure 5.5.: Intensity distribution of a single harmonic of the design energy of
the ORZP in the focal spot behind the monochromator.

5.1.5. Refocusing mirror
A toroidal mirror was chosen as optical element for refocusing the XUV light onto
the liquid jet. This is a curved mirror whose surface has two different orthogonal
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5.1. Ray tracing: monochromator performance and beamline layout

Figure 5.6.: Imaging scheme of a reflecting toroidal surface. The geometrical
path of the light from object to image is depicted in green, while the
saggital radius r and the meridional radius R of the toroidal surface
are drawn in red and blue, respectively.

radii in the saggital and meridional direction, respectively, as it is depicted in
figure 5.6. The advantage of the toroidal shape is a reduction of astigmatism when
imaging a point source. The particular layout of the mirror, especially the values of
the radii, is defined by the geometrical factors in the laboratory. The grazing angle
α was chosen to be 10◦. Thus, the refocused XUV beam propagates in a direction
parallel to the IR pump beam. The minimum distance from the refocusing mirror
to the position of the liquid jet is 1173 mm defined by the dimensions of the setup
for the PES experiment. To further minimize aberrations, the focal length on the
object side and on the image side of the mirror are chosen to be equal. Taking
these considerations into account, the surface radii of the mirror can be calculated
from the toroidal mirror equations:

1
S

+ 1
S ′

= 2
R cos(α)

1
S

+ 1
S ′

= 2 cos(α)
r

(5.1)

Here, S denotes the object distance, i.e. the distance between the slit plane and
the mirror, while S ′ denotes the image distance, which is the distance between the
mirror and the interaction region of the PES experiment. The results for the ideal
surface are summarized in table 5.4 together with the actual radii measured after
machining the mirror. For this geometry, equation 5.1 yields a saggital radius of
r=203.69 mm and a meridional radius of R=6755.04 mm. The large distance of
1173 mm between the slit and the refocusing mirror and the grazing incident angle
of 10◦ result in a large footprint of the divergent XUV beam on the mirror surface.
The size of the footprint acquired from the ray tracing simulation is displayed in
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Chapter 5. The off-axis reflective zone plate monochromator

Figure 5.7.: Footprint of the monochromatized XUV light on the surface of the
refocusing mirror obtained from the ray tracing simulation.

figure 5.7. The XUV beam is spatially stretched to a size of 80 by 10 mm on the
mirror surface. With the reflectivity of 70 % of the gold coating as it is described in
section 5.1.1, the combination of ORZP and refocusing mirror achieves an efficiency
of 20 %.
Apart from the curvature, the roughness of the mirror surface is an important

parameter for a high quality image.

α (°) S (mm) S ′ (mm) r (mm) R (mm)
designed measured designed measured

10 1173 1173 203.69 203.85 6755.04 6759.55

Table 5.4.: Parameters of the refocusing mirror. The object distance and image
distance are denoted S and S ′ respectively. The saggital radius and
meridional radius are denoted by r and R, respectively.

Figure 5.8 shows a contourplot of the residual height error of the manufactured
mirror surface. A value of ≈ 0.5 nm for the RMS roughness proves that the
manufacturing quality of the mirror surface is sufficiently high.
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5.1. Ray tracing: monochromator performance and beamline layout

Figure 5.8.: Contourplot of the residual height error of the toroidal mirror. Data
taken from the metrology measurements performed by Carl Zeiss
Laser Optics GmbH.
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Chapter 5. The off-axis reflective zone plate monochromator

5.1.6. Intensity distribution of the XUV light in the interaction
region

The simulated intensity distribution of the monochromatized and refocused XUV
light in the interaction region for the PES measurement is displayed in figure 5.9.
The ray tracing simulation yields a focal spot of 35 µm (FWHM) in front of the

Figure 5.9.: Intensity distribution of the XUV light in the interaction region of
the PES experiment obtained from the ray tracing analysis.

TOF spectrometer. This is the same value as for the zone-plate monochromator
and only slightly larger than the liquid jet. The spot exhibits a Gaussian intensity
distribution without aberrations.

5.2. Size of the monochromatized XUV focus
In a preliminary experiment, the position sensitive detector for XUV diagnostics
was placed at a short distance behind the slit plane of the monochromator, without
the slit installed in the beam path. Figure 5.10 shows an image, recorded by the
CCD camera, of the intensity distribution on the phosphor screen of the position
sensitive detector produced by the XUV radiation. The image consists of several
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5.2. Size of the monochromatized XUV focus

Figure 5.10.: Colourplot of the intensity distribution close to the focal plane of
the zone plate. The image of the phosphor screen of the position
sensitive detector illuminated by the XUV light was taken with the
CCD camera. Reprinted with permission from ref. [52].

bright spots of which the largest spot on the right hand side represents the zero-
order reflection from the zone plate. The other spots appear in a group showing a
hyperbolic envelope. This group originates from the first-order diffractions of the
HHG light. The hyperbolic envelope arises from the fact that some harmonics are
focused at different points between the monochromator and the detector, while
other harmonics have their focal points behind the detector. The central spot in
the first order appears as the smallest and originates from the specific harmonic
for which the zone plate was designed. As it is predicted from the ray tracing
simulations, it is clearly separated from the others. Figure 5.10 is a demonstrative
result, showing the separating and focusing capabilities of the off-center reflection
zone plate.
After installation of the slit behind the monochromator and completion of the

high harmonic beamline including the refocusing section, the separation of high
harmonics and the size of the focal spot were tested behind the refocusing mirror at
a distance equal to that of the interaction region. For this purpose, the additional
mirror M1 located after the refocusing mirror (see figure 4.1 on page 19) was

Figure 5.11.: Surface plots of the intensity distribution of the monochromatized
17th, 21st and 25th harmonic in the focus produced by the toroidal
mirror and recorded with the XUV detector.
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Chapter 5. The off-axis reflective zone plate monochromator

inserted into the beam path to redirect the monochromatized and convergent XUV
light to the position sensitive detector for XUV diagnostics. The detector was
located at approximately the same distance to the refocusing mirror as the liquid
jet would be in a spectroscopic experiment. Each zone plate was tested. The focii
of the three zone plates imaged by the refocusing mirror on the XUV detector
were captured with the CCD camera and transferred to intensity plots. Figure 5.11
shows the resulting surface plots of the intensity distribution of the XUV focii of
the 17th, 21st and 25th harmonic, respectively.
The Rayleigh length and the size of the XUV focus produced by the toroidal

mirror were also directly measured in front of the TOF electron spectrometer. For
this measurement, a razor blade was scanned transversal across the XUV beam at
different longitudinal positions along the beam axis. The position of the razor blade
was controlled by the manipulator designed to hold the liquid jet. A photodiode of
the same type as the one used in the HHG beamline was used to detect the XUV
photon flux behind the razor blade. The photodiode current was recorded with
an amperemeter depending on the transversal razor blade position x. For a beam
exhibiting a Gaussian intensity profile, the devolution of the diode current I(x) for
a specific longitudinal blade position is proportional to the complementary error
function:

I(x) ∝ 1− 2√
π

∫ ∞
x

e−( tσ )2

dt , (5.2)

where σ denotes the Gaussian width of the beam. The beam radius can then be
inferred from fits of equation (5.2) to the data. The devolution of the FWHM beam
radius w depending on the longitudinal position z is described by the equation:

w(z) = w0

√
1 +

(
z − z0

zR

)2
, (5.3)

where z0 denotes the position of the focus and w0 denotes the beam waist, which is
the beam radius at the position of the focus. The Rayleigh length, which is the
distance after the beam radius has increased by a factor of

√
2, is indicated by zR.

The Rayleigh length describes the depth of the focus.
An exemplary result from the determination of the beam radius, evaluated for

the 21st harmonic, is depicted in figure 5.12. Black circles represent the beam
radius depending on position along the beam axis. The graph of a fit function
according to equation (5.3) is represented by the red line. For illustration, this
graph is mirrored with respect to the abscissa, which represents the center of the
beam. From the evaluation of the data, a beam waist of w0 = 20.3± 0.6 µm and
a Rayleigh length of zR = 6.7± 0.8 mm are inferred. The resulting value of more
than 40 µm of the beam diameter implies that the size of the XUV focus is always
larger than the diameter of the liquid jet. Thereby, some photons are passing
the jet without taking part in the pump-probe spectroscopy of the liquid sample.
Nevertheless, they may interact with the gas surrounding the jet. Photoelectrons
from the gas phase are advantageous for estimating the streaming potential of
the liquid jet (see section 7.3.1). A Rayleigh length of ≈ 7 mm indicates that the
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Figure 5.12.: Evolution of the XUV beam width in the interaction region. The
circles denote the results from a scanning measurement with a razor
blade. The upper red line represents a graph of the fit function
according to equation (5.3). The lower red line is a mirror image
of the fit function with respect to the abscissa and is displayed for
illustration.

interaction region for PES, which is determined by the position of the liquid jet in
front of the spectrometer opening, should be positioned with a precision of a few
millimeters along the beam axis. This is well established by the setup mechanics.

5.3. Spectral separation of high harmonics
An important characteristic of the zone plate monochromator is its ability to
separate adjacent harmonics so that they are blocked by the slit. Especially crucial
is the suppression of the next higher harmonic. This is because spectral intensity of
the next higher harmonic transferred to the interaction region results in a replica
of the electron kinetic energy distribution shifted by 3.1 eV to higher energies in
the photoelectron spectrum. For a pump-probe experiment, where the temporal
evolution of excited states is examined, such replica is objectionable. The reason
for this lies in the fact that the excited states of the solute are usually populated
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Figure 5.13.: TOF spectrum of argon taken with the THEMIS 600 spectrometer
operated in the wide angle mode showing the spectral contribution
of the next higher harmonic. The monochromator is tuned to select
the 21st harmonic. The red line is a fit of two Gaussian functions
to the data.

at a small rate, a few percent of the available molecules at best. In addition, the
number density of the solute is typically much smaller than the solvent density.
Thus, the weak transient photoelectron signal might be obscured by the replica
of the photoelectron signal produced by the XUV light from the large number of
solute and solvent molecules in the ground state.

The separation of neighboring harmonics in the focal plane of the first diffraction
order produced by the zone plate can be seen from the image shown in figure 5.10
on page 46. This remains a qualitative result though, as a contribution of a few
percent from higher harmonics is not apparent on the color scale of the figure, but
might be very well pronounced in a photoelectron spectrum. A more accurate
measure is achieved by recording the photoelectron yield produced by the desired
harmonic and comparing it to the yield produced by the next higher harmonic.
For this comparison, photoelectron spectra were taken with the THEMIS 600
TOF spectrometer operated in the WAM. Figure 5.13 shows a time histogram
from such a photoelectron spectrum, recorded for argon with the use of the 21st
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5.4. Spectral bandwidth of the monochromatized XUV light

harmonic. The inset depicts the part of the photoelectron spectrum produced by
the 23rd harmonic. From a comparison of the integrated areas of the two spectral
components, an intensity contribution of 0.3 ‰ from the 23rd harmonic in the
spectrum of the monochromatized 21st harmonic is inferred. Due to scattering
of the XUV light at the edges of the grooves of the zone plate structure, a small
amount of intensity from higher harmonics is transmitted through the slit. To
maintain such a clear separation it is crucial to provide a good focus of the IR
driving laser in the generation medium. Any aberration such as spacial chirp of
the laser or non-uniform focus will be directly imaged by the zone plate, thus
disturbing the spectral separation.

5.4. Spectral bandwidth of the monochromatized
XUV light
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Figure 5.14.: Photoelectron spectrum of argon recorded with the THEMIS 600
spectrometer. A sum of two Gaussian functions with fixed sepa-
ration of 0.177 eV and equal widths was fitted to the data. The
corresponding graph is depicted by the red line. The contribu-
tions of the two states originating from the spin-orbit splitting are
represented by the dotted orange line and the blue dashed line,
respectively. The harmonic radiation is found to have a spectral
bandwidth of 147 meV (FWHM).
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In order to preserve the short pulse duration of the XUV light, the monochromator
should transmit a complete spectral bandwidth of the selected harmonic. The energy
resolution of the HHG beamline is thus determined by the spectral bandwidth of
the harmonic generated in the HHG cell. The bandwidth of the selected harmonic
is inferred from a PES experiment conducted on argon gas. The photoelectrons
originate from ionization of the 3p orbital of the argon atom and form a double-peak
structure in the spectrum. This doublet appears due to the spin-orbit splitting of
the residual Ar+-ion and has an energy separation of 0.177 eV [65]. In order to
resolve the spin-orbit splitting, the TOF spectrometer was operated in the drift
mode, which provides a higher energy resolution of approximately 25 meV at an
electron kinetic energy of 20 eV.
Figure 5.14 depicts the result of a measurement for the characterization of the

HHG bandwidth. The photoelectron signal produced with the 21st harmonic of
the driving IR laser is represented by black circles. A fit of a sum of two Gaussian
functions with a fixed separation of 0.177 eV and equal widths reproduces the
photoelectron signal. The graph of the fit function is represented by the red
line, while the individual contributions of ionization channels associated with the
formation of the 3p2P1/2 and the 3p2P3/2 states of the Ar+-ion are represented
by the orange dotted line and blue dashed line, respectively. The high energy
resolution of the spectrometer in the lens-less drift mode allows to determine the
spectral bandwidth from the fit, which yields a value of 147 meV (FWHM).

5.5. XUV pulse duration
Among the performance characteristics to evaluate the zone plate monochromator,
its influence on the temporal envelope of the XUV light pulses upon monochroma-
tization is of great importance. To investigate this issue, the duration of the XUV
pulses was measured. Routinely, ultrashort laser pulses are characterized with the
use of interferometric techniques such autocorrelation (AC), SPIDER or frequency
resolved optical gating (FROG). These measurements employ nonlinear optics in
crystals. Due to strong absorption in solid media, they are not applicable for the
characterization of pulses in the spectral range of XUV light or even higher photon
energies. Nevertheless, an experiment similar to a CC can be conducted employing
the effect of laser assisted photoemission (LAPE).
Free electrons may undergo multiple transitions between continuum states

through the interaction with a strong laser field. While this was shown by Wein-
gartshofer et.al. [66] for free electrons from a scattering experiment, the same effect
is observed for electrons generated in a PES experiment [67]. In the particular
case of photoelectrons, the effect is called LAPE and has been used to characterize
ultrashort light pulses from HHG sources and FELs [38, 43, 44, 67, 68]. In the
case of HHG light pulses, a part of the IR pump pulse can be separated and
overlapped with the XUV pulse. In this way, the IR dressing pulse and the XUV
pulse are automatically synchronized with each other. While the latter generates
photoelectrons from a sample, e.g. a noble gas, a part of the free electrons interacts
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with the electric field of the IR laser pulse in the LAPE process, giving rise to
additional peaks in the photoelectron spectrum. These spectral sidebands arise
at higher and lower kinetic energies compared to the undisturbed photoelectron
spectrum. The intervals between the sidebands and the undisturbed peak are equal
to multiple integer values of the IR photon energy. The kinetic energy Ekin of
the photoelectrons from the CC measurement can be inferred from the following
equation:

Ekin = ~ωXUV +N~ωIR − Ebin (5.4)

Here, ~ωXUV and ~ωIR denote the photon energies of the XUV and IR light,
respectively, and Ebin accounts for the binding energy of the initial electronic
state from which the photoelectrons originate. The integer number N denotes the
number of IR photons absorbed or emitted during the process of LAPE.
To observe pronounced but yet undisturbed sidebands in the photoelectron

spectrum, the value of the IR intensity of the dressing laser is confined by two
boundaries. A lower limit for the intensity is estimated by Delone et. al. [69] by
evaluating matrix elements of continuum-continuum transitions induced by the
IR field. It was shown that efficient LAPE is observed for intensities larger than
(ωIR)10/3 (in atomic units), resulting in an intensity value of 2.5× 1012 W/cm2

for laser radiation with a central wavelength of 800 nm. In practice, the upper
limit for the intensity of the dressing laser is often stated to be in the order of
1013 W/cm2 [3, 38]. By restricting the IR intensity to values below this limit, other
strong-field effects are avoided. These effects include above threshold ionization
(ATI) and depletion of the ground state population due to a high amount of
strong-field ionization in the IR laser field.
For a given IR intensity, the intensity of the sidebands generated in the LAPE

process is a function of the temporal overlap of XUV and IR pulse. Therefore,
the duration of the XUV pulse can be inferred from a series of photoelectron
spectra where the time delay between the two pulses is varied, providing that the
duration of the IR pulse is known. The ionization yield SN , which represents the
integrated photoelectron signal of the N th sideband, is a function of the delay τ
and is proportional to the convolution of the intensity envelope IXUV of the XUV
pulse and the |N |th power of the intensity envelope IIR of the IR pulse:

SN(τ) ∝
∫ ∞
−∞

IXUV (t)I |N |IR (t− τ)dt (5.5)

This relation follows from the description of the 1XUVNIR-multiphoton ionization
process in the framework of perturbation theory.

The temporal envelopes of the XUV and IR light pulses are assumed to exhibit
Gaussian shapes. Then, they can be expressed proportional to exp(−t2/τ 2

XUV )
and exp(−t2/τ 2

IR), with the Gaussian widths τXUV of the XUV pulse and τIR of
the IR pulse, respectively. It follows from equation (5.5) that the envelope of the
ionization yield of the sidebands exhibits a Gaussian shape, too:

SN(τ) ∝ exp(τ 2/τ 2
N) . (5.6)
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Here, the width τN of the Gaussian function describing the ionization yield of the
N th sideband is calculated from the widths of the XUV and IR pulse according to
the following equation:

τ 2
N = τ 2

XUV + τ 2
IR

|N |
(5.7)

The relation expressed in equation (5.7) illustrates that the temporal width of the
cross-correlation signal decreases with an increase of the order N of the sideband,
eventually approaching the value of the XUV pulse duration.

Figure 5.15.: Cross-correlation measurement between the XUV pulse, in this case
the 21st harmonic, and the IR pulse (reprinted with permission
from ref. [52]). Due to the effect of LAPE, sidebands appear in the
photoelectron spectrum, depending on the temporal overlap of the
two pulses. The first and second sideband are labeled SB1 and SB2,
respectively.

Figure 5.15 shows an exemplary series of photoelectron spectra of argon recorded
with the use of the 21st harmonic in the presence of the IR dressing laser. The
spectra are displayed on the scale of photoelectron kinetic energy and they are
displaced according to the time delay between the XUV and IR pulse. The
individual measurements of the series were recorded under the same conditions,
i.e. the same argon pressure, acquisition times, laser power and XUV photon
flux. The intensity of the IR pump pulse for the harmonic process was reduced to
1.5× 1014 W/cm2 to avoid spectral broadening of the XUV light [30]. The intensity
of the IR dressing pulse was kept in the order of 1.7× 1012 W/cm2. Under this
condition, three sidebands appear at each side of the main ionization peak in the
photoelectron spectrum. The duration of the IR dressing pulse in the interaction
region was measured with the SPIDER technique, and acquired a value of 25 fs.
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5.5. XUV pulse duration

The photoelectron yield of the individual sidebands present in the CC measure-
ment was integrated and plotted in terms of the time delay between the two pulses.
The result is presented in figure 5.16. In the main panel, the normalized integrated
signal of the third sideband SB3 is shown by black circles, while the graph of a
Gaussian fit to the data is represented by the red curve. The fit yields a CC width
of 45 fs. Taking the IR pulse duration of 25 fs into account, from (5.7) results an
duration of the XUV pulses of 43 fs. The inset of the figure depicts the normalized
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Figure 5.16.: Integrated intensity of the third sideband (black circles) as a function
of the time delay between the XUV and IR pulses. The graph of a
Gaussian function fitted to the data is represented by the red line.
The inset depicts the integrated intensities of the first, second and
third sideband, respectively.

integrated photoelectron yield of the three sidebands SB 1, SB 2 and SB 3. The
decreasing half width of the sidebands with increasing order is apparent, although
the difference between the second and third sideband is already very small. The
evaluation of the CC series for the other two zone plates, which select the 17th and
25th harmonic, yielded comparable results.

Apart from the appearance of sidebands, the photoelectron spectrum exhibits
additional changes. Due to the presence of the IR laser, the ionization threshold of
the atoms undergoes a ponderomotive energy shift to higher values [67]. Accordingly,
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the photoelectrons generated by the XUV pulse experience a higher binding energy
and the photoelectron kinetic energy distribution is shifted to lower values [67]. This
shift is due to an AC stark effect and it is only observable when the two light pulses
overlap in space and time. The value of the shift equals the ponderomotive energy
of the IR laser (see equation 3.4 in section 3.1). The applied IR intensity can be
inferred from the ponderomotive shift of the photoelectron spectrum. Furthermore,
the peaks in the photoelectron spectrum are broadened.
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Figure 5.17.: Dependency of the ponderomotive shift (black circles) of the main

photoelectron peak of argon on the time delay between the XUV
and IR pulses in the CC measurement. The solid red line represents
the graph of a Gaussian function fitted to the data.

5.5.1. XUV pulse duration depending on line density
The size of 20 mm of the footprint of the XUV light on the monochromator
surface and the length of the zone plate area of 38 mm allows to test the temporal
performance of the zone plate at different line densities of the structure. For this
purpose, additional CC series were recorded at high and low line density and
compared to the result presented in the previous section, which were acquired from
CC series recorded at the central line density. These two additional series were
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5.5. XUV pulse duration

taken at positions 6.5 mm before and behind the central position. Figure 5.18
depicts the integrated photoelectron yield of the third sideband SB3 for the three
series. The FWHM pulse duration of the XUV light monochromatized with with
the zone plate operated at the three line densities is different. The CC curve of the
high line density measurement exhibits the largest value of 109 fs, while the XUV
pulse monochromatized at the low line density exhibits a duration of 42 fs. The
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Figure 5.18.: Comparison of CC width at different line densities of the zone plate.

The CC curve acquired at a high line density (open circles) exhibits
a significantly broader width compared to the CC central position
(open squares). The latter is similar to the CC acquired at a low
line density (filled circles).

reason for the similar pulse duration of the XUV light monochromatized at low
line density and at the central position lies in the fact that the difference in the
structural periods of the zone plate at these positions is small. The corresponding
difference to the high line density position is much larger, resulting in a larger
difference of the CC width compared to the other two configurations.
Since the variation of the line density of the zone-plate monochromator is a

opportunity of the device, the results for the high and low line density are presented
for completeness, only. During this work, the monochromator is routinely operated
at the central line density. Firstly, the spectral separation of neighboring harmonics
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is sufficiently large so that the high line density is not needed. Secondly, the gain
in pulse duration is not very high upon changing from central illumination of the
monochromator to lower line density. Thirdly, a change of the illumination region
from the central to an outer area shifts the focal position of the monochromatized
XUV beam. Since the other optics in the beamline and the liquid jet as target for
the PES experiment can only be moved in a small range, a change of XUV focus
position is difficult to compensate.
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6. Summary of Part I
Summarizing Part I, an experimental setup for ultrafast time-resolved XUV pho-
toelectron spectroscopy of liquids has been successfully developed and character-
ized. This work demonstrates for the first time the capability of an ORZP-based
monochromator to select a single harmonic of femtosecond pulse duration from a
laser driven HHG light source.
The monochromator is designed to choose between the 17th, 21st and 25th har-

monic of a Ti:sapphire laser, which corresponds to photon energies of 26.35 eV,
32.55 eV and 38.75 eV, respectively. The novel type of monochromator has been
tested according to the list of requirements imposed on monochromators, which was
outlined in section 3.2. The rating of the fulfillment of these requirements is sum-
marized in the following table, together with the main performance characteristics
of the device. It should be emphasized that the ORZP monochromator combines

requirement value rating
spectral purity 0.3 ‰ +
transmission 20 % ++
focusing 40 µm +
temporal resolution 43 fs ++
pointing stability ++

Table 6.1.: Evaluation of the performance characteristics of the ORZP monochro-
mator according to the requirements listed in section 3.2.

reflection, focusing and dispersion properties in one optical element. Together
with a refocusing mirror, it allows for the high transmission efficiency of 20 %
through the beamline and stable beam pointing, since the incorporation of less
optical elements reduces the effort for alignment mechanics. The spectral purity
of the monochromatized XUV light is high. The percentage of spectral intensity
of adjacent harmonics transmitted through the beamline amounts to 0.3 ‰ only.
Since the design of the ORZP was carried out under the emphasis of an optimal
balance between energy and time resolution, the resulting XUV pulse length of 43 fs
represents an excellent value for a monochromator employing just one diffractive
element.
In order to change between the different harmonics, the flat ORZP substrate

is simply translated along its surface. The simplicity of this alignment procedure
leads to the high pointing stability of the system.
Possessing the capability to monochromatize ultrashort light pulses with little
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temporal distortion, the present monochromator competes against more demand-
ing concepts of monochromators such as TDCMs. A comparison of the ORZP
monochromator and grating-based monochromators with respect to their specifi-
cations is listed in table 6.2. The zone-plate setup offers the largest transmission
efficiency due to a high diffraction efficiency together with the combination of a
single refocusing mirror only. Therefore, also the alignment effort is much lower
compared to TDCMs with four or even six optical elements. The temporal dis-
tortion of a few 10 fs is larger than for the TDCMs, which can provide nearly
transform limited pulses. Nevertheless it is an excellent value for a monochromator
employing just one diffractive element. The monochromatized XUV radiation is

type efficiency (%) elements pulse stretch alignment
single grating 10 one/two up to ps +
double gratinga 2.6 two/four none or few fs –
off-plane TDCMb 18 four/six none or few fs – –
ORZPc 20 one/two few 10 fs +
a From ref [43].
b From ref [44].
c This work.

Table 6.2.: Comparison of the specifications of different monochromators for XUV
applications based on diffraction techniques. Values for the efficiency
refer to the complete beamline including collimating and focusing
mirrors if employed.

shown to exhibit a spectral bandwidth in the order of 150 meV and is focused to a
spot of 40 µm in diameter.
The small focal spot, the high spectral purity and the ultrashort duration of

the monochromatized XUV pulses represent ideal experimental conditions for
time-resolved PES studies of liquids and solid samples.
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Part II.

Application of the XUV light source
in experiments with liquid micro-jets
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7. XUV photoemission spectroscopy
of aqueous salt solutions

7.1. Introduction to aqueous salt solutions
In the present chapter, the capability of the HHG light to probe the valence band
of liquids and the valence orbitals of dissolved ions is demonstrated for the case of
aqueous sodium halide solutions.

Aqueous halide solutions have been the object of extensive research in chemical
physics for many years. The interest in halide ions arises from their presence in
atmospheric aerosols [70–72] and their role in atmospheric chemistry [73, 74]. Here,
the ion location is of special interest, since chemical reactions occur at interfaces and
reactants have to reach or even pass the interface. After it had been demonstrated
in molecular dynamics (MD) simulations that halide ions exhibit a non-uniform
in-depth density distribution at the water surface [75–79], and with the development
of surface-sensitive spectroscopic methods, the research activity for this topic grew.
Previously, it was generally assumed that ions are repelled from the water surface.
However, large and highly polarizable ions, such as iodide and bromide, are shown to
exhibit an enhanced number density in the vicinity of the surface [76–81]. Whereas
smaller ions, especially fluoride, are repelled from the surface [75, 82]. In MD
simulations of solutions containing mixtures of different ions, the smaller ions
replace the larger species in the bulk, which are thus transferred to the interfacial
region [76, 83]. The ion location with respect to the water-air interface has been
studied theoretically [75–78, 84] and experimentally by surface-sensitive nonlinear
optical spectroscopy [79, 85–87].
The invention of the liquid micro-jet technique by Faubel et.al. [88] enabled

to apply surface-sensitive photoelectron spectroscopy to the investigation of the
electronic structure of liquid water [89–92], and aqueous salt solutions [93–95]. The
liquid micro-jet technique allows to study the free liquid surface in vacuum, which
is a prerequisite for PES experiments. PES studies based on the application of
XUV light bring along the advantage that the electronic structure of occupied
states of the solvent and of dissolved species are characterized via direct one-photon
ionization. The binding energy of dissolved ions in aqueous solution is an important
value, since it is a measure of their chemical reactivity. The surface sensitivity
of the method of PES arises from the small effective electron attenuation length
(EAL) for electrons possessing kinetic energies in the range of 10 to 100 eV. This
is the case for photoelectrons ionized by XUV light from the valence shell of atoms
and molecules. Although precise values for the EAL are under debate for liquids,
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7.2. Electronic structure of water and aqueous solutions

typically escape lengths in the order of one nanometer are reported for electron
kinetic energies up to 100 eV [96–98].
Results from PES experiments on aqueous sodium iodide and mixed aqueous

sodium iodide and sodium chloride solutions with varied concentrations are pre-
sented in the course of this chapter. The electronic structure of the valence band
of water and the vertical binding energy (VBE) of the halide ions are reported to
be independent of the concentration in PES experiments with soft X-ray radiation
from synchrotron sources [90, 93]. The VBE of the halide ions may change by
≈ 0.1 eV though, as it was suggested from MD simulations [76]. Changes in the
VBE depending on the halide concentration are also reported from a single-pulse
pump-probe experiment [99], although in this study it was not possible to dis-
tinguish whether the changes are due to a modified ground state or changes in
the charge-transfer-to-solvent (CTTS) state. The present results acquired with
XUV light enable to address this question since only the ground state of the ions
is probed. The chapter starts with a description of the electronic structure of the
water molecule, the electronic structure of liquid water and the VBE of halide
ions in aqueous solutions. The peculiarities of the liquid micro-jet technique are
described. This includes the origin of the streaming potential on the jet surface,
and the difficulties of determining the EAL in water. The experimental setup
for photoelectron spectroscopy of liquids is presented in the version developed in
ref [55]. The sample preparation, experimental procedure and data evaluation are
described in detail. Presented results include the dependency of the photoelectron
yield of halide ions depending on the ion concentration and the influence of the
salt concentration on the electronic structure of the valence band of water.

7.2. Electronic structure of water and aqueous
solutions

7.2.1. Electronic structure of the water molecule
The electronic structure of the water molecule arises from the combination of the
atomic orbitals of the oxygen atom with the 1s orbitals of the two hydrogen atoms.
The resulting energy levels, binding energies and corresponding orbital pictures
acquired from MD calculations are depicted in figure 7.1 [90]. The electronic ground
state is labeled as (1a1)2(2a1)2(1b2)2(3a1)2(1b1)2 state. The 1a1 orbital of water
stems from the 1s atomic orbital of oxygen and does not participate in the bonds
with the hydrogen atoms. The three next higher molecular orbitals, namely the
2a1, 1b2 and 3a1 orbital, all contribute to the bonds. The unaltered p2

z-orbital of
the sp2-hybridized oxygen atom stands vertical on the molecular plane. With no
contribution from the hydrogen 1s orbitals it forms the 1b1 non-bonding orbital
which is the highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) of the water molecule.
The other three orbitals, namely 3a1, 1b2, and 2a1, contribute to the OH-bond.

Figure 7.2 displays a photoelectron spectrum of the outer valence orbitals of
gaseous water obtained in the present work with the use of the 21st harmonic
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Chapter 7. XUV photoemission spectroscopy of aqueous salt solutions

Figure 7.1.: Energy level diagram and orbital pictures of the water molecule
(reprinted with permission from ref. [91]). The orbital picture of the
lowest molecular orbital, the 1a1, is not displayed.

(32.55 eV). The spectrum is displayed in terms of the binding energy. The pho-
toelectron signal consists of three contributions representing the 1b1, the 3a1 and
1b2 orbitals described above. Vibrational subfeatures are resolved for the 1b1 and
1b2 orbitals, but only the three strongest vibrational states of the 1b1 orbital
are considered in the fit of Gaussian functions to the data. Table 7.1 lists the
binding energies resulting from the fit. Since the spectrum was taken in the vicinity
of a liquid jet, and is therefore influenced by a streaming potential (see section
7.3.1), the binding energy scale is calibrated so that the 1b1 orbital matches the
literature value of 12.62 eV [100]. The five Gaussian functions fitted to reproduce
the photoelectron signal of gaseous water will be incorporated in the evaluation of
the photoelectron spectra of liquid water, which is described below.

1b1(eV) 1b1(ν1) (eV) 1b1(ν2) (eV) 3a1(eV) 1b2(eV)
BE 12.62 13 13.37 14.86 18.75

Table 7.1.: Binding energies inferred from a fit of Gaussian functions to the
photoelectron signal of the outer valence orbitals of gaseous water.
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7.2. Electronic structure of water and aqueous solutions

Figure 7.2.: XUV photoelectron spectrum of gaseous water (blue line). Displayed
are the three outmost valence orbitals together with orbital pictures
reprinted with permission from ref [90]. The red line represents a fit
of Gaussian functions to the data.

7.2.2. Electronic structure of liquid water
An exemplary photoelectron spectrum of liquid water acquired with the present
setup is shown in figure 7.3. Since the focus of the XUV light is in the order of
40 µm, and therefore larger than the liquid jet, apart from ionization of liquid
water some part of the evaporated water molecules surrounding the jet are probed
as well. For this reason the displayed spectrum exhibits features from both, the
liquid and gaseous phase. Although the presence of photoelectron signals from
gaseous water makes the decomposition of the spectra more complex, it also gives
a measure of the streaming potential and allows to calibrate the binding energy
scale [101].

From the ionization contributions of the gas phase, the sharp 1b1 peak is clearly
pronounced in the spectrum. The other contributions are more concealed by the
photoelectron signal originating from water molecules in the liquid phase. Compared
to the molecules in the gas phase, the photoelectron signal of the molecules in
the liquid phase is altered. The peaks in the photoelectron spectrum are shifted
towards lower binding energies by approximately 1.3 to 1.5 eV [90], and they are
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Figure 7.3.: XUV photoelectron spectrum of liquid and gaseous water (circles).
Displayed is the photoelectron signal originating from the valence
orbitals of water with contributions from gaseous water molecules
surrounding the liquid jet. A sum of Gaussian functions taking the
photoelectron signal from liquid and gaseous water into account is
fitted to the data according to the routine described in section 7.6.2.

considerably broadened. Especially the 3a1 peak is broadened to an extend that
it exhibits a flat top as if it consists of two contributions. The interaction of the
molecules in the hydrogen bond network of the liquid results in a delocalization of
the orbitals, which leads to the energetic shift and broadening of the photoelectron
peaks. The magnitude of the binging energy shift is explained with the Born-model
of solvation, which has been originally invented for ions in solution [102] but then
applied to solvent molecules [90, 103, 104]. According to the Born model, the Gibbs
free energy of solvation ∆GBorn is given by the relation:

∆GBorn = − (Ze)2

8πε0R

(
1− 1

εopt

)
= Eaq − Eg , (7.1)

where Ze denotes the charge, R is the radius of the cavity occupied by the
relevant species and εopt is the optical permeability. The binding energy shift
∆Ebin = Eg − Eaq between the binding energy Eg of the gaseous species and the
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7.2. Electronic structure of water and aqueous solutions

binding energy of the liquid species Eaq is then given by the change in the solvation
energy from the initial state i to the final state f denoted by ∆Gf −∆Gi. Since
the initial state of the water molecule is neutral, only the final state contributes
to the binding energy shift ∆Ebin = ∆Gf . The free energy of solvation equals the
energetic shift Eg − Eaq between the binding energy Eg of the species in the gas
phase and the binding energy Eaq of the species in aqueous solution. With an
electrical permittivity ε ≈ 1.8, and a cavity radius of 2.24 Å, equation (7.1) yields
an energetic shift of 1.4 eV.

Energy shifts acquired with the Born model have to be treated with care though,
and can be used as estimations only. The solvation energies in the model represent
adiabatic values, which means that the Gibbs free energy corresponds to the
state of the solution in which the solvent has relaxed around the species that was
photoionized. Since the process of photoionization is much faster than the nuclear
dynamics of the solvent, the photoelectron does not carry information of the relaxed
final state [103]. The measured binding energy in the photoelectron experiments
are therefore called vertical binding energies (VBEs).

With a binding energy of 11.31 eV, the liquid 1b1 orbital is energetically shifted
to lower values by 1.31 eV compared to its value in the gas phase. It represents an
outstanding feature as it is nearly well separated from the rest of the spectrum.
Due to the broadening of features in the photoelectron spectra of liquids, the
vibrational structure is not resolved. The broadening is explained by fluctuations
in the hydrogen-bond configurations of the molecules [105, 106]. The contributions
from the 3a1 and 1b2 orbitals are partially obscured as they are overlayed by the gas
spectrum. Nonetheless they can be retrieved by subtracting a gas phase spectrum as
it was done by Winter and coworkers [90] or by including the gas phase contributions
in the fit as it is done in the present work. The most remarkable difference between
liquid and gaseous water is a very broad 3a1 orbital. A similar alteration has been
observed in photoelectron spectra of ice [107], where the 3a1 feature in the fully
established hydrogen network splits into two peaks due to the strong overlap of
3a1 orbitals of neighboring water molecules. The two sub-features of the 3a1 orbital
then correspond to the bonding and anti-bonding orbital.

7.2.3. Electronic structure of halide ions in aqueous solutions
The VBEs of halide ions in aqueous solutions are increased compared to the binding
energies of gaseous halide ions. In the case of iodide and chloride, the VBE is
increased from 3.06 to 8.03 eV, and from 3.61 to 9.5 eV, respectively [95]. If the
Born model (see equation (7.1)) is applied to the case of halide ions, the final state
is neutral and the binding energy shift ∆E is equal to the solvation energy of
the initial state ∆Gi. Calculations of the binding energy shift for halide ions in
aqueous solutions based on the Born model underestimate the shift, though [104].
The Born model remains a qualitative measure, providing only the sign of the shift.
The fact that this model relies on adiabatic states plays a larger role for anions
than for water molecules. Better agreements for the binding energy shift of anions
are achieved in ab initio calculations. The energy shift observed for the anions
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proved to be insensitive of the counter ion [104]. The enhancement of the binding
energy implies a stabilization of the highest occupied orbitals of the ions.

7.3. Liquids in vacuum: the liquid micro-jet
technique

Photoelectron spectroscopy of liquids requires handling of these liquids in a vacuum
environment. The high vapor pressure at the liquid surface, e.g. water has a vapor
pressure of 23 mbar at 20◦, results in a continuous evaporation of sample molecules.
This leads to a number of issues that have to be considered in an experiment.

Firstly, the continuous evaporation of sample molecules deteriorates the vacuum
conditions which is unfavorable for the lifetime of electron detectors. Secondly, the
mean free path of the photoelectrons decreases with the increase of the residual
pressure. Thirdly, the evaporation eventually leads to a frozen sample due to
evaporative cooling.

Figure 7.4.: Picture reprinted from ref. [108] depicting a liquid micro-jet formed
by the liquid being pressed through the glass nozzle.

The above mentioned obstacles are overcome in the present setup by using the
liquid micro-jet technique introduced by Faubel et.al. [109]. In this approach, the
liquid is introduced into the vacuum chamber through a thin glass capillary. This
results in the formation of a liquid jet continuously running at a high velocity as
can be seen from figure 7.4. Immediately after the nozzle, the jet has a laminar flow
before it turns into a turbulent jet several millimeters downstream of the nozzle.
Eventually, the jet sprays into individual droplets that are captured in a cryo pump
filled with liquid nitrogen, which is located below the nozzle. The region of laminar
flow of the jet can be seen as a liquid rod with a diameter similar to that of the
nozzle opening. The photoelectron spectroscopy experiment is conducted in this
region of the jet. Evaporative cooling results in a temperature of approximately
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7.3. Liquids in vacuum: the liquid micro-jet technique

280 K in this region of the jet [110]. The present work makes use of capillaries with
opening diameters of about 25 µm and a flow rate of 0.4 mL/min, resulting in jet
velocities of around 15 m/s.

Although the local pressure in the direct vicinity of the jet is close to the
equilibrium vapor pressure of the liquid, the pressure quickly drops with increased
distance r from the jet at a rate proportional to the inverse distance 1/r [111]:

P (r) = r0

r
P0 (7.2)

Here, r0 represents the radius of the jet and P0 is the equilibrium vapor pressure.
Once the photoelectrons have left the near-surface region of high pressure without
being scattered, their mean free path becomes sufficiently long to reach the electron
detector, and participate in the experiment.

7.3.1. The streaming potential of liquid micro-jets
Similar to the case of solid samples in photoelectron spectroscopy experiments, the
liquid sample has to be conductive and electrically grounded. These requirements
prevent undefined bias potentials and the build-up of a positive charge on the
sample due to ionization (see section 7.6.1). Bias potentials or charged samples
would deteriorate the PES measurement or even impede it completely. Alkali-halide
salts are routinely added to polar solvents such as water to establish a conducting
sample [91]. This can be omitted if the sample itself contains an ionic solute or is
an ionic liquid. The ground contact of the sample is usually established through
the contact of the liquid with metal parts in the pipe such as the nozzle holder.
Some experimental setups employ nozzles coated with graphite to additionally
enhance grounding [95].
Another characteristic feature of the liquid micro-jet technique is the presence

of an additional charge on the jet surface resulting from the interaction of the
flowing liquid with the nozzle wall. This effect is called electrokinetic charging
and the potential created between the sample and the electron detector is often
referred to as the streaming potential. The origin of the electrokinetic charging has
been described in detail by Preissler et.al. [112]. Briefly, the flowing jet exhibits a
parabolic velocity profile within the capillary, with a stagnant layer of molecules
in the direct vicinity of the capillary wall. In case of water as a sample, the silica
surface of the nozzle wall becomes hydrated with -OH groups. Due to electrostatic
repulsion and attraction, a diffuse Gouy-Chapman layer containing an excess of
positive ions is built within the liquid in the vicinity of the hydrated nozzle wall.
The stagnant layer next to the capillary wall contains the highest amount of
counterions, but the diffuse layer also extends to some distance into the flowing
part of the liquid. Once the liquid exits the nozzle, the charged layer is disrupted
from its counterpart, resulting in a charged surface of the liquid jet. The streaming
potential is dependent on parameters such as ion concentration in the sample,
flow rate of the liquid and on the freshness of the nozzle. A comprehensive study
on the possibilities to measure the streaming potential and its dependence on
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the concentration of sodium halides up to 3 M has been reported by Kurahashi
et.al. [95]. Their approach presented in the latter reference allows to extrapolate the
streaming potential Φstr from a series of PES measurements of a gas in the vicinity
of the liquid jet, while varying the distance between the interaction region and the
liquid jet. The latter is treated as an infinite charged rod giving rise to a mirror
charge on the entrance electrode (skimmer) of the electron spectrometer. According
to this consideration, the streaming potential is described by the relation:

Φ(x) = Φstr

ln
(

2Y+x
x

)
ln
(

2(Y+x)−r
r

) . (7.3)

Here, Φ(x) denotes the potential at the interaction region located at a distance x
from the liquid jet of radius r, and Y denotes the distance between the interaction
region and the spectrometer entrance. The resulting kinetic energy Ekin(x) of
the photoelectrons, which depends on the distance to the jet, is then calculated
according to

Ekin(x) = Eph − Ebin − Φ(x)− V0 , (7.4)

where Eph denotes the photon energy, Ebin is the binding energy and V0 is an
independent bias potential. This model of an infinite charged rod has been refined
to include the influence of the nozzle. The supplementary material of ref. [95]
presents these two models in detail and discusses their differences. Interestingly,
the first model of the infinite rod seems to fit better to the results acquired for
an aqueous NaI solution with a concentration of 200 mM while the second model
reproduces the results acquired for pure H2O better.

7.3.2. Probing depth in photoelectron spectroscopy
Photoelectrons generated in a specific region within a sample may be scattered
on neighboring atoms or molecules, before they eventually leave the sample. The
distance between two consecutive inelastic scattering events is called the inelastic
mean free path (IMFP). The IMFP is an ultimate upper value for the probing
depth in a PES experiment and represents a material property. However, the actual
probing depth might be shorter than the IMFP if elastic scattering is effective.
In this case, electrons are redirected out of their way to the detector and lost.
Accordingly, the measure that is useful in praxis is the EAL. It represents the length
over which the intensity of electrons of a specific kinetic energy has dropped to 1/e
of its initial value. The EAL is defined by the electron loss due to both, elastic
and inelastic scattering and represents a function of electron kinetic energy. In
solid state physics, where the EAL is traditionally measured either by the overlayer
technique or from the evaluation of the energy of backscattered electrons, a rich
set of experimental data is available for a wide range of materials. Qualitatively,
the EAL curve for electrons with kinetic energies between 10 eV and 10 keV for
some groups of solids exhibits a very similar trend, which has led to the concept of
a universal curve presented by Seah et.al. [113]. According to this universal curve,
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the EAL shows a minimum between 30 and 100 eV, with a steep rise in the limit
of low kinetic energies and a slower rise in the limit of higher kinetic energies.
Such curve has not been established for liquid samples, yet. The reason for

this lies partly in the novelty of the method of liquid photoelectron spectroscopy
compared to that of solid samples, and partly in the considerably higher difficulties
in preparing well defined liquid surfaces. A first approach to extend the concept
of the EAL to the liquid phase has been made by Ottoson et.al. [96] for the
case of liquid water. Here, the photoelectron yield from the 1s orbital of oxygen
was measured as a function of photon energy in an experiment using soft X-ray
radiation. The evaluation of the EAL was conducted under the assumption of
energy independent photoionization cross sections. The length scale obtained
from the water O 1s study was then calibrated with the scale acquired from a
concentrated NaI solution. In the latter case, the concentration of iodide and
sodium ions exhibit a characteristic profile in the vicinity of the liquid surface
according to simulations presented by Jungwirth et.al. [75].

These findings were later refined by Thürmer et.al. [97] taking into account the
particular energy-dependent photoelectron emission anisotropy observed for liquid
water. This correction represents an important modification, since the resulting
EAL values for photoelectrons with kinetic energies smaller than ≈ 70 eV lie well
below 1 nm. No minimum is apparent for the EAL as it is in the case of the
universal curve for solids, and the EAL values are continuously decreasing for
successively smaller kinetic energies.

A different approach to evaluate the EAL of electrons with kinetic energies from
10 to 600 eV in water was presented by Suzuki et.al. [98]. In their work, the O 1s
signals of liquid water and of gaseous water surrounding the jet were evaluated, and
the energy-dependent photoelectron emission anisotropy from ref [97] was included
in the analysis as well. Differences in the evaluation arise from considering the
particular geometry of the curved surface of the liquid jet, and, most importantly,
from incorporating the photoabsorption cross sections. The resulting EAL in water
differs for electron kinetic energies below 100 eV. In the latter study, the EAL does
not decrease monotonically for energies below 100 eV but settles around a value of
≈ 2 nm. Thus, no solid conclusion on the EAL value in water in the limit of low
kinetic energies could be drawn so far.

7.4. Experimental setup for photoelectron
spectroscopy on liquids

Figure 7.5 displays a scheme of the vacuum setup for photoelectron spectroscopy
on liquids developed in our laboratory [55], which can be applied for both, steady
state and time-resolved experiments. The central part of the setup is a cubic
chamber housing the interaction region, where the horizontal XUV beam intersects
the vertical liquid jet in front of the spectrometer opening. This region marks the
interaction region for the PES experiment. A x-y-z manipulator at the top of the
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Figure 7.5.: Scheme of the experimental setup for PES of liquids reprinted from
ref. [55]. The interaction region of the PES experiment is located in
the cubic to which the TOF spectrometer and the manipulator for
the liquid jet are attached.

cubic chamber controls the holder for the glass nozzle and allows the positioning
of the laminar part of the liquid jet in the XUV focus in front of the electron
spectrometer. At the bottom of the cubic chamber, opposite of the liquid jet
assembly, a nitrogen filled liquid trap is mounted. This trap catches and retains
the majority of the liquid sample that has entered the vacuum chamber.

Attached to the cubic chamber is a pumping section, which enables to maintain a
pressure of ≈ 10−5 mbar during the experiments with the liquid jet. To achieve this,
two different pumping techniques are employed. On the one hand, a turbomolecular
pump with a pumping speed of 1800 L/s (Pfeiffer, model HiPace 1800) is installed.
On the other hand, a cryo-pump filled with liquid nitrogen is inserted in this
section of the vacuum chamber. This cryo-pump is especially effective for highly
volatile samples such as water. When the cubic chamber has to be vented, either
for installing or for deinstalling the liquid jet, the turbomolecular pump, the TOF
spectrometer and the XUV beamline can be separated with the use of gate valves.
The front plate of the cubic chamber can be dismounted to facilitate the access to
the interaction region.
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7.5. Experimental procedure

Sodium halide salts were purchased from Sigma Aldrich with a purity higher than
99%, and used without further treatment. Aqueous solutions of sodium iodide
were prepared from deionized water (18.2 MΩcm resistivity). In a first step, a
parent solution of 6 M concentration of NaI was prepared. Portions of this solution
were then diluted in a second step with appropriate amounts of deionized water to
prepare NaI sample solutions of concentrations ranging from 100 mM up to 6 M.

Mixed aqueous solutions of sodium iodide and sodium chloride were prepared in
a similar manner. Except that in a first step, a sodium iodide solution of 500 mM
concentration was prepared. From half of this solution, a mixed solution with
a concentration of 500 mM NaI and 4 M NaCl was prepared to serve as parent
solution. This parent solution was then diluted with fractions of the remaining half
of the NaI solution to form the desired mixtures with varied NaCl concentration
but constant NaI concentration of 500 mM.

The samples were injected into the vacuum system by a syringe pump from
Teledyne Isco (model 500D) through a thin glass nozzle at a constant flow rate of
0.4 ml/min. After each series of measurements with a given solute concentration,
the syringe pump and the feeding tubes were drained and rinsed three times with
approximately 50 mL of the following sample. This procedure prevents inaccuracies
that would arise from leftover sample of the previous concentration intermixing
with the fresh solution.

Static XUV photoelectron spectra were recorded with the THEMIS 600 TOF
spectrometer operated in the drift mode to benefit from the high energy resolution of
≈ 25 meV. The zone-plate monochromator was set to select the 21st harmonic. The
harmonic process was driven with a low IR pump intensity of ≈ 1.3× 1014 W/cm2.
Under these conditions, the number of photons per pulse in the monochromatized
XUV light reaching the sample was approximately 0.4×106. This setting was chosen
for several reasons. Firstly, a high pump intensity results in spectral broadening
of the XUV radiation [30], which is unfavorable in a spectroscopic experiment.
Secondly, a high photon flux produces a significant amount of photoelectrons,
especially from the large number of water molecules. Restricting the photon flux
below 106 photons per pulse prevents the electron detector of the spectrometer
from saturation. Thirdly, an intense XUV beam results in a highly ionized and
hence charged sample. Charging of samples results in distortions of photoelectron
spectra. This issue was addressed in recent PES experiments with XUV radiation
from FELs and HHG sources [114–116]. Under the present experimental conditions
of low photon flux, a charging of the aqueous sodium halide solutions was not
observed, as it will be discussed in section 7.6.1.
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7.6. Results and discussion

7.6.1. Ionization-induced charging of the liquid jet

Electrostatic charging due to a high degree of ionization has been reported for PES
studies conducted with XUV light pulses from HHG and FEL sources [114–116].
Depending on the particular experimental conditions, charging may be caused by
the pump light pulse in a time-resolved study or by the XUV probe pulse alone.
The present section describes the experiments conducted to investigate whether
charging effects occur under the applied conditions due to the ionization of the
aqueous solution by the XUV probe light.

Since variation of the XUV intensity is accomplished via changing the intensity
of the IR pump laser driving the HHG process, energetic shifts in photoelectron
spectra generated with HHG light may occur due to electrostatic charging of the
sample, or due to spectral shifts in the XUV spectrum as a result of changes in the
harmonic process. To distinguish between these two effects, a series of photoelectron
spectra are recorded on argon and on aqueous NaI solution with a concentration of
6 M. The experiments are divided into three steps.
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Figure 7.6.: Dependency of the central kinetic energy of photoelectrons ionized
from Ar gas on the sample pressure in the interaction region.
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Firstly, a series of photoelectron spectra on argon is recorded at a fixed XUV
photon flux of 0.6× 106 photons per pulse and a varied argon pressure. This series
allows to judge whether electrostatic charging occurs in argon gas. If this would be
the case, the effect should be more prominent in a more dense medium.
In the second step, a series of photoelectron spectra on argon is recorded with

varied XUV photon flux and fixed argon pressure. The XUV photon flux is
determined by the IR pump intensity used for driving the HHG process. In the
absence of the space charge effect in the argon gas, a comparison between the first
and the second series allows to determine the spectral shift in the XUV spectrum
due to changes in the HHG process.
Finally, a series of photoelectron spectra is recorded on the NaI solution with

varied XUV photon flux. The energetic shift of the iodide 5p orbital and the water
1b1 orbital are compared to the shift observed in the spectra of the second series.
The difference that occurs in this comparison is then accounted to electrostatic
charging of the liquid sample.
In the first series, the argon sample pressure in the experimental chamber was

varied by an order of magnitude between 2.5× 10−4 and 3× 10−3 mbar. The IR
pump intensity was fixed at 1.3× 1014 W/cm2. The dependency of the kinetic
energy of the photoelectrons associated with the ionization channel leading to the
formation of the 3p2P3/2 state of the residual Ar+-ion is illustrated in figure 7.6.
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Figure 7.7.: Dependency of the central kinetic energy of photoelectrons ionized
from Ar gas, liquid water 1b1, and aqueous iodide 5p2P3/2 on the
XUV flux.
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Over the range of applied sample pressures, the kinetic energy of the photoelec-
trons varies by ±10 meV. Since the HHG energy was found to vary by ±20 meV
over a large period of time, it is concluded that the sample density does not have
an influence on the photoelectron kinetic energy over the range of applied sample
pressures. It is therefore concluded that charging does not occur in argon gas under
the present conditions.

In the second series of measurements, the XUV photon flux is changed by varying
the pulse energy of the IR pump laser between 0.7 and 1.3 mJ. The argon sample
pressure is kept constant at a value of 5× 10−4 mbar during this series. Since there
was no charging observed in the previous measurement, any changes in the kinetic
energy distribution of the photoelectrons are entirely accounted to changes in the
XUV spectrum due to changes in the conditions of harmonic generation. As can be
seen from figure 7.7, the central energy of the XUV spectrum shifts by more than
300 meV to higher energies with the increase of the pump pulse energy. A blue
shift of similar magnitude induced by the application of high IR pump intensities
has been observed before in HHG experiments [30].
Finally, a series of photoelectron spectra on a sodium iodide solution with a

concentration of 6 M is conducted with varied XUV photon flux. To compare the
changes in the photoelectron spectra of the solution to the changes observed in the
gas, the results are shown together in figure 7.7. The central energies of the water
1b1orbital and the iodide 5p2P3/2 orbital experience a blue shift that is comparable
to the shift observed in the study on argon.

It is therefore concluded that ionization-induced charging is negligible in steady
state XUV PES experiments on liquids under the present experimental conditions.

7.6.2. Evaluation routine
For each sample with a certain halide concentration, a series of 50 photoelectron
spectra was recorded, with a duration of one minute for each spectrum. The
photoelectron signals of individual spectra of a series were then added, a Shirley-
type background [117] was subtracted from the sum and the results were normalized
to the height of the 1b1 liquid peak. Dividing the series into individual measurements
allowed to preserve the acquired data in the case of an interruption of the experiment,
e.g. due to a frozen jet. The binding energy scale of the normalized spectrum of
each halide concentration was calibrated according to the photon energy of the
XUV radiation, which was periodically inferred from PES experiments on argon
conducted during the study. To account for the streaming potential of the liquid
jet, the binding energy scale was further adjusted in order to match the binding
energy of the 1b1 gaseous peak with its literature value of 12.62 eV [100].

The photoelectron spectra for each concentration were then evaluated in two steps.
First, a sum of Gaussian functions was fitted to the data in order to determine the
contributions of the water orbitals to the photoelectron signal. These contributions
include photoelectrons originating from molecules in the gas phase, and from
molecules in the liquid phase. For the gas phase molecules, the photoelectron
signals of the 1b1 orbital and its two vibrational states, of the 3a1 orbital, and
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of the 2a1 orbital, were taken into account. The signal from molecules in the
liquid phase arises from photoelectrons originating from the 1b1 orbital, the two
3a1 orbitals, and the 1b2 orbital. The fit function employs a modified Gaussian
function to reproduce the photoelectron signal of the 1b1 orbital of liquid water.
This is necessary because a Gaussian function, which describes well the shape of
the liquid 1b1 photoelectron peak regarding the central energy, amplitude, and
width of the peak, carries too much spectral weight in the adjacent spectral regions.
This would disturb the evaluation of the much weaker photoelectron signal of the
halide ions, especially in the case of low concentrations. Therefore, a Gaussian-like
function of the form:

f(E) = A e−
1
2(E−E0

σ )p (7.5)

is used to model the 1b1 orbital of liquid water instead. Here, A represents the
amplitude, E0 is the central energy and σ is the width of the Gaussian-like peak.
The parameter p allows to adjust the shape of the peak. For values of p lager than
two, the function carries less spectral weight in the adjacent spectral regions, thus
allowing to determine the halide contribution. In the course of the evaluation, a
value of p ≈ 2.3 is used.

In the second step of the evaluation, the result of the multi-Gaussian fit of the
water spectrum was subtracted from the data, producing a photoelectron spectrum
of the halide ions which is free from the water contribution. This is especially
useful in the case of low halide concentrations and for the study of mixed solutions,
where the photoelectron peak of the chloride 3p orbital overlaps with the peak
originating from the liquid water 1b1 orbital.

7.6.3. Photoemission from aqueous NaI solutions

Figure 7.8 depicts an exemplary photoelectron spectrum acquired for the case of a
NaI solution with a concentration of 6 M. The photoelectron signal up to a binding
energy of ≈ 19 eV, represented by the black circles, consists of contributions from
the dissolved iodide ions, from the water molecules in the liquid phase and from
gaseous water molecules. The aqueous sodium ions exhibit a binding energy of
38 eV [104], and therefore are not included in the probed spectral range. The graph
of the multi-Gaussian fit function, accounting for the water contributions, is fitted
to the data, and is represented by the solid red line in panel (a).
Panel (b) illustrates the photoelectron signal of the iodide ions in the water-

background-subtracted spectrum, shown by the black circles. In the spectra of
samples with a high NaI concentration, a prominent double-peak structure of the
photoelectron signal of the iodide ions is apparent. This structure arises from
the two spin-orbit states of the residual iodine atom, namely the 5p2P3/2, and
the 5p2P3/2 state. The double peak is well reproduced by a sum of two Gaussian
functions. The graph of this fit is depicted by the solid red line. The individual
contributions associated with the spin-orbit states of the iodine atom are indicated
by the dashed green line and the dotted orange line, respectively.
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Figure 7.8.: XUV photoelectron spectrum of an aqueous NaI solution. Panel
(a) depicts the normalized photoelectron signal of a solution of 6 M
concentration (circles). The graph of a fit function taking the liquid
and gaseous contributions of water into account is depicted by the
solid red line. The fit function is a sum of Gaussian functions. The
individual contributions of the gaseous molecules are indicated by
the dotted green lines, while the contributions of the liquid phase
are represented by the dashed blue lines. Panel (b) depicts the
contributions of iodide (dashed green and dotted orange) to the
photoelectron signal.
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Ionization yield of iodide in aqueous NaI solutions

In the water-background-subtracted photoelectron spectrum (see panel (b) of figure
7.8), the photoelectron signal of the two spin-obit states of the residual iodine atom
are fitted by a sum of two Gaussian functions. The area under these functions
is then used as the ionization yield from the iodide ion. Figure 7.9 depicts this
ionization yield as a function of the iodide concentration by the blue triangles.
In the full range of concentrations between 100 mM and 6 M of NaI applied in
this study, the ionization yield from the iodide ions is proportional to the sodium
iodide concentration. No enhancement of the ionization yield of iodide is apparent
from the data. The non-uniform distribution of the iodide ions in the interfacial
region of water along the direction perpendicular to the surface, with a high
ion density just below the interface, has been reported from MD simulations in
numerous articles [75, 78, 83, 118–120]. The linear dependency of the ionization
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Figure 7.9.: Ionization yield (integrated photoelectron signal) of iodide as a func-

tion of NaI concentration (blue triangles). The solid black line
represents a linear fit to the data.

yield observed in the present experiment might as well indicate that, although the
water surface incorporates an enhanced number of iodide ions, the ratio of surface
and bulk ions remains constant upon a change of salt concentration. However,
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this explanation is not supported by MD simulations of aqueous NaI solutions of
different concentrations. In contrast, it is reported that an aqueous NaI solution
with a concentration of 2.1 M exhibits a smaller surface-to-bulk ratio of iodide
ions than a solution with a concentration of 1.1 M [119]. The decreasing surface-
to-bulk ration of iodide ions with an increase of the ion concentration has been
previously observed in a photoelectron spectroscopic study conducted with the use
of synchrotron radiation [93]. There, the ionization yield of iodide clearly deviates
from a linear dependency to smaller increments in the limit of high sodium iodide
concentrations.

The difference between the concentration dependencies of the ionization yield in
the present study and in ref. [93] arises from the different experimental conditions
applied. In the latter study, soft X-ray radiation with a photon energy of 100 eV
from a synchrotron facility was used to produce photoelectrons from the water
valence shell, and from a number of iodide states. Eventually, the photoelectron
yield of the iodide 4d orbital was evaluated, in contrast to the investigation of the
iodide 5p orbital in the present work. Additionally, the probe light polarization
was different with the direction of polarization parallel to the liquid jet in ref. [93],
and perpendicular in the present work. The choice of iodide orbital and direction
of polarization may result in different angular photoemission characteristics. The
relevant photoelectrons exhibited a kinetic energy of ≈ 45 eV in the synchrotron
study, in contrast to a kinetic energy of ≈ 23 eV in the present case.
Both results can also be brought into agreement with each other, and with the

MD simulations, if different EALs are assumed for the two experiments. As it
is discussed in section 7.3.2, the escape depth of photoelectrons of low kinetic
energies in PES experiments with liquid samples is under debate. The EAL might
be successively decreasing below one nanometer for electrons with a kinetic energy
of less than 70 eV, as reported by Thürmer et.al. [97] or it remains approximately
constant at a value in the order of one nanometer, as reported by Suzuki et.al. [98].
At this point, from the linear dependency of the ionization yield in figure 7.9, it is
concluded that the EAL, and therefore the probing depth in the present experiment,
is sufficiently large to cover the interfacial region of non-uniform iodide ion density,
together with a part of the bulk region exhibiting uniform ion density. Whereas in
ref. [93], the EAL appears to be sufficiently small to restrict the probing depth to
the surface region of enhanced iodide density only, which saturates for high salt
concentrations.

The conclusion that the EAL is sufficiently large to probe also the bulk region of
constant ion concentration allows a comparison between the length scale reported
in the MD simulations in refs [75, 119], and the probing depth in the present
experiment. Typically, the region of non-uniform ion density extends to more than
1 nm into the bulk of water in the simulations [76, 83, 119]. Since the probing
depth under the present conditions is larger than the thickness of the non-uniform
interfacial region, it is also larger than one nanometer. This agrees well with the
result and error margin reported in ref [98].

Interestingly, also the ionization yield of Na+ ions deviates from a linear depen-
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dency for high concentrations in the study from ref [93]. This is also consistent
with the results from MD simulations and indicates that the probing depth extends
to the subsurface region of enhanced Na+ density. Comparing this to the length
scale reported in the MD simulations, the EAL of electrons exhibiting a kinetic
energy of 45 eV has to be at least 0.5 nm, but not much larger than 1 nm.

VBE of the water 1b1 orbital and of the aqueous iodide 5p orbital
depending on NaI concentration
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Figure 7.10.: VBE of the liquid water 1b1 orbital, and of the aqueous iodide
5p orbital depending on NaI concentration. Both binding energies
show a small increase with the increase of the salt content.

The dependency of the VBE of the liquid water 1b1 orbital and the valence
orbital of iodide on the NaI concentration is extracted from the fits. The result
is shown in figure 7.10. The upper panel of the figure displays the dependency of
the liquid 1b1 orbital on the salt concentration, while the lower panel displays the
dependency of the I(5p2P3/2) iodide peak on the salt concentration. Linear fits to
the data indicate the tendency of a slight increase of the VBE of both spectral
contributions with an increase of the salt concentration. In both cases the linear
increment is small, 15.6 ± 8 and 8.4 ± 7 meV/M, respectively, with larger error
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bars because of the scatter of the data points. Over the range of investigated NaI
concentrations, the increment of 8.4 meV/M leads to a binding energy increase
of ≈ 50 meV for the photoelectron peak associated with the I(5p2P3/2) ionization
channel. An increase of the halide binding energy by 100 meV for ions in the
vicinity of the surface has been predicted from MD simulations [76]. The present
result is in the order of the theoretical prediction. In this interpretation, it has to
be kept in mind that the method of photoelectron spectroscopy is an integrating
technique that averages the electronic properties over the range of the EAL of
the photoelectrons of a specific kinetic energy. Since the results presented in the
previous section indicate that at least some part of the bulk solution is probed
under the present conditions, it is not possible to distinguish between ionic species
located in the bulk and surface regions.

At this point, it is possible to compare the presented results to those reported by
Hiranuma et.al. in their single pulse pump-probe experiment [99]. There, the ap-
pearance of a second spectral band associated to changes in the electronic structure
of iodide in the interfacial region was reported with increased NaI concentration.
This second band is shifted to lower binding energies by ≈ 550 meV compared
to the photoelectron yield at low NaI concentrations. The present results on the
ground-state ionization of the iodide ion reveal that this second band is caused
to a large extend by a change in the energy of the CTTS band with an increased
iodide concentration.

Spectral width of the water 1b1 orbital depending on NaI concentration

In the present experiments, the spectral width of the liquid water 1b1 orbital was
found to decrease with an increase of the NaI concentration. The result is displayed
in figure 7.11. With an extrapolated value of ≈ 1.52 eV, the spectral width of
pure water is slightly larger than reported in other studies [90, 95]. At the largest
concentration of 6 M, the spectral width decreases to a value of 1.45 eV. This
difference of 70 meV over the range of applied concentrations cannot be explained
by changes in the spectral width of the HHG light. The XUV spectrum was
routinely tested on argon gas and the FWHM of the spectrum was always in the
order of 150 meV. A change of the FWHM of the XUV spectrum by nearly 50 %
would also affect the appearance of the 1b1 peak of water gas in the photoelectron
spectrum, which is not the case in the present study. Furthermore, a similar change
of the FWHM of the iodide ionization peaks was not observed. Therefore, the
narrowing of the 1b1 peak of liquid water has to be associated with changes in
the electronic structure of the salt solutions. Since the FWHM of the 1b1 peak of
liquid water, with a value of 1.45 eV, remains large compared to that of gaseous
water, the changes induced by the increase of the iodide concentration are minor.
Generally, the broadening of photoionization peaks in liquids compared to the
gaseous species is explained by a variety in structural environments leading to
more or less pronounced changes in the molecular orbitals. The superposition of
the photoelectron signals from the stronger and from the less affected molecules
leads to the broadening of features in photoelectron spectra [90, 91, 107]. The
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Figure 7.11.: Spectral width of the liquid water 1b1 orbital depending on the NaI

concentration. A decrease of about 70 meV is apparent upon an
increase of the salt concentration to a value of 6 M.

narrowing of the liquid 1b1 peak can be explained by a reduction of the number of
possible structural environments for the water molecule in aqueous salt solutions
with increased concentration compared to the pure solvent. At this point it remains
open why the non-bonding 1b1 orbital, which stands vertical on the molecular
plane, is affected so strongly by possible changes in the H-bonding network.

7.6.4. Photoemission from mixtures of aqueous NaI and NaCl
solutions

Figure 7.12 depicts the photoelectron signal acquired for a mixed aqueous solution
with a concentration of 4 M NaCl and 0.5 M NaI. The data are indicated by black
circles, and the fit of the water-dominated part of the spectrum is indicated by the
red line. The individual contributions from liquid and gaseous water are depicted
by blue dashed, and green dotted lines, respectively. In general, the shape of
the signal from photoelectrons with binding energies between 6 and 19 eV is very
similar to the study of NaI solutions. The difference consists in the additional
contribution of photoelectrons ionized from the 3p orbital of the chloride ion, which
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Figure 7.12.: XUV photoelectron spectrum of a mixed aqueous solution. Panel
(a) depicts the normalized photoelectron signal of a mixed solution
containing 0.5 M NaI and 4 M NaCl (circles). The graph of a
fit function taking the liquid and gaseous contributions of water
into account is depicted by the solid red line. The fit function is
a sum of Gaussian functions. The individual contributions of the
gaseous molecules are indicated by the dotted green lines, while
the contributions of the liquid phase are represented by the dashed
blue lines. Panel (b) displays the contributions from iodide (dashed
green and dotted orange) and chloride (black dash-dotted) to the
photoelectron signal.
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gives rise to a prominent shoulder at the low energy side of the peak originating
from the liquid water 1b1 orbital.
The inset in figure 7.12 illustrates the photoelectron signal of the halide ions

in the background-subtracted spectrum (black circles). Due to the strong overlap
of the signals of chloride and water, it is even more important to follow the
procedure of evaluating the spectra in consecutive steps, i.e. first fitting of the
water contribution, and then subtracting it from the spectra before evaluating the
halide contributions. The graph of the sum of three Gaussian functions, shown in
the inset, reproduces the halide-dominated part of the spectrum, and is depicted by
the red line. The three Gaussian contributions are represented by the green dashed
and orange dotted lines associated to the two iodine spin-orbit splitting states, and
the black dash-dotted line represents photoelectron signal of the chloride ion. As
it is the case in ref. [95], a spin-orbit splitting of the 3p orbital of the residual
chlorine atom is not observed.

Ionization yield of the halide ions in mixed aqueous solutions
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Figure 7.13.: Ionization yield of iodide and chloride as a function of NaCl con-
centration. The concentration of NaI is kept constant at 0.5 M.
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Similar to the study on aqueous NaI solutions, the integral of the Gaussian fit
functions is evaluated as the ionization yield of iodide and chloride ions in the
study of mixed aqueous halide solutions. The result is depicted in figure 7.13. The
upper panel illustrates a linear relation between the chloride concentration and the
ionization yield from the 3p orbital of the Cl− ion. The same argumentation that
was used in the case of the iodide yield in the study of aqueous NaI solutions is
applicable here. From MD simulations, chloride is predicted to be enhanced at the
surfaces, albeit to a lower degree than iodide, and at a slightly larger distance from
the surface into the bulk. Also the surface-to-bulk ratio of chloride ions is reduced
with increased chloride concentration [119]. The linear trend in the data is well
explained with the argument of a large enough EAL, that enables to probe the
surface region together with parts of the bulk region.
Interestingly, as can be seen from the lower panel of figure 7.13, the ionization

yield of iodide is not constant with an increased chloride concentration, although
the iodide concentration is kept constant. The conclusion that arises from this
observation is an increase of the iodide content in the surface region. This appears
to contradict the statement of an EAL that is large enough to probe parts of the
bulk solution. Even though the EAL might be larger than 1 nm, the increase of
the ionization yield of iodide with increased chloride concentration is explained by
a modification of the surface region due to the presence of an increased number of
chloride ions. If the increased number density of chloride ions in the solution leads
to a broadening of the non-uniform iodide density distribution towards the bulk of
the solution, then the EAL is not large enough anymore to probe bulk solution.
The explanation is further supported by MD simulations of aqueous solutions

containing ions of different size [83]. These simulations reveal that large ions are
displaced from the bulk to the surface by the presence of smaller ions. In the
case of a mixed solution containing iodide and chloride, the increased number of
smaller chloride ions (R=0.181 nm) displaces the larger iodide ions (R=0.22 nm)
[121] from the bulk to the interfacial region. Eventually, this leads to an elongation
of the non-uniform iodide density distribution towards the bulk of the solution.

VBE of the water 1b1 orbital and of aqueous halide ions depending on NaCl
concentration

The binding energies of the 1b1 orbital of liquid water, of the aqueous chloride 3p
orbital, and of the aqueous iodide 5p orbital in mixed solutions are displayed in
figure 7.14 as a function of the NaCl concentration. Similar to the case of pure
aqueous NaI solutions, the VBE of the anions and the 1b1 orbital of water increase
with an increased halide concentration. For mixed aqueous NaCl/NaI solutions the
effect is less pronounced than for pure NaI solutions, though. Linear fits to the
three data sets reveal increments of 6±5 meV/M for the case of water, 9±5 meV/M
for the case of chloride and nearly no increase for the case of iodide. The large
scatter in the data makes an interpretation of the changes in the VBE difficult, but
the general trend of larger binding energies is reproduced in the two different series
of measurements. Structural changes in the aqueous sodium halide solutions may
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Figure 7.14.: VBE of the water 1b1 orbital, of chloride and of iodide ions in mixed
aqueous solutions.
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well be the origin to the changes in the electronic structure, but results from the
present PES experiments with the use of a single wavelength have to be supported
by other techniques to establish a solid picture.

Spectral width of the water 1b1 orbital depending on NaCl concentration

The spectral width of the photoelectron peak of the water 1b1 orbital in mixed
NaCl/NaI solutions was investigated in the same manner as that of aqueous NaI
solutions. The result is depicted in figure 7.15. Contrary to the case of aqueous NaI
solutions, the FWHM of the 1b1 orbital remains approximately constant upon an
increase of the NaCl concentration to 4 M. The constant spectral width indicates
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Figure 7.15.: Spectral width of the liquid water 1b1 orbital depending on the

NaCl concentration.

that the increase of chloride ions in the aqueous halide solutions does not have the
same effect as the increase of iodide ions, showed in the results presented in section
7.6.3. Since the spectral broadening is not affected by the presence of the chloride
ions, the local geometrical structure of the aqueous solutions has to remain similar
to that of pure water. The spectral width of the ionization contributions from the
chloride and iodide ions is also not affected.
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7.7. Conclusion
In this section, the setup for XUV photoelectron spectroscopy of liquids described
in Part I of this work was used to investigate aqueous sodium halide solutions over
a broad range of concentrations.
Results for pure NaI solutions and mixed solutions with a concentration of

500 mM of NaI and concentrations of NaCl between 100 mM and 4 M are divided
into three observations. These include:

1. the linear dependency of the photoionization yield on the concentration of
the halide ions,

2. the light increase of the VBE of the liquid water 1b1 orbital and of the
aqueous the halide ions with increased halide content,

3. and the decrease of the spectral width of the photoionization peak of the
liquid water 1b1 orbital for the case of an increased iodide content, only.

In the case of sodium iodide solutions, the photoionization yield of iodide exhibits
a linear dependency on the salt concentration. This result is in contrast to a previous
synchrotron study, where the iodide ionization yield grows less than linear with the
increased NaI content [93]. The different experimental conditions in the present
work compared to those applied in ref. [93] may explain the different results. The
present findings indicate a probing depth in the PES measurements that is large
enough to reach a part of the bulk solution. If this conclusion is combined with
the density profiles reported from MD simulations, an EAL larger than 1 nm has
to be concluded for the photoelectrons in the present experiment. This is further
supported by the observed linear dependency of the chloride ionization yield in the
mixed halide solutions, which is also linear dependent on the NaCl concentration.
Although the iodide concentration is kept constant in this experiment, the iodide
ionization yield is also increasing linearly with the NaCl concentration, indicating
a displacement of iodide ions from the bulk to the surface of the solution.

In both studies, the VBE of the water 1b1 orbital and of the halide ions increases
slightly with increased ion concentration in the solutions. The effect is smaller
for the case of mixed aqueous NaI/NaCl solutions, though. Together with the
observation that the spectral width of the photoionization peak of the liquid water
1b1 orbital decreases with increased NaI concentrations, it is concluded that the
addition of sodium halide ions has a small but albeit measurable effect on the
structure of the aqueous solutions. Further experiments with photon energies
between that applied in the present study and that applied in ref. [93] have to be
carefully carried out to evaluate these effects, together with comparisons to results
from other techniques such as neutron scattering and MD simulations.
If the present setup is used for PES experiments that address the structural

properties of solutions, a few improvements have to be made to the system. First
of all, the scatter in the data of the binding energies has to be reduced. Most
probably, fluctuations in the central wavelength of the XUV spectrum are the
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origin of this error. Since the XUV spectrum is very sensitive to the conditions
of the HHG process, intensity fluctuations in the driving laser and changes in the
pressure of the generating gas have to be minimized. Regarding the latter issue,
the setup can be improved by installing an automatic gas valve to control the gas
pressure in the HHG cell instead of a manual dosing valve.
The study presented in this chapter can be developed further by installing a

monochromator with an additional zone plate designed for a much larger photon
energy, e.g. 100 eV. If the generation medium is exchanged to neon, then it is
possible to generate HHG light with a photon energy of 100 eV. If the XUV
polarization is also rotated to be parallel to the jet, results could be more easily
compared to those obtained from PES experiments conducted with synchrotron
radiation [93].
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8. XUV photoemission spectroscopy
of hemin solutions

8.1. Introduction to porphyrin solutions

In the present chapter, the capability of the HHG light source to probe the dynamics
of photoexcited molecules in solution with the method of time-resolved PES is
investigated for the case of hemin in DMSO.
Time-resolved PES employs the so-called pump-probe scheme, where one light

pulse excites electrons in the sample, while a second light pulse probes the partially
occupied electronic sates of the excited sample. The two pulses are synchronized in
the time domain, and the variation of their time delay allows to study the temporal
evolution of the electronic excitation. In the case of a purely laser based setup,
the two light pulses are intrinsically synchronized, as it is realized in the present
study. Compared to other methods for time-dependent studies, such as transient
absorption spectroscopy or photoluminescence spectroscopy, time-resolved PES
allows not only the measurement of the time constants of electronic excitations,
but also the determination of their absolute binding energies. Additionally, it also
allows to trace radiationless decay paths, which is not possible in experiments
employing photoluminescence spectroscopy.
Hemin, or Fe (III) protoporphyrin IX chloride, is an aromatic molecule which

belongs to a large family of molecules named porphyrins. These organic molecules
share the same aromatic ring structure, and play a key role as active sites in
a variety of natural complexes such as proteins, vitamins, and chlorophylls. In
addition to the natural molecules, artificial porphyrins act as functional sites in a
multitude of applications. These include photosensitizers for dye-sensitized solar
cells (DSSCs) [122–124], artificial photosynthesis [125], photodynamic therapy
[126, 127] and optical sensors [128, 129].

Porphyrins exhibit strong absorption in the UV, and visible (VIS) region of the
electromagnetic spectrum, which is often the key to their application, and which
makes them ideal case studies for time-resolved PES. Additionally, many biological
processes occur in solutions, so that the study of molecular properties in liquid
environments is of great importance. The hemin molecule chosen in the present
study is synthesized from the heme porphyrin, which is the active site of a number
of biomolecules such as hemoglobin, myoglobin, peroxidase [130] and enzymes in
cytochrome.
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8.2. Properties of porphyrin molecule

8.2.1. Molecular structure of porphyrins
Porphyrins represent a large group of molecules that share the same aromatic ring
structure formed from carbon and nitrogen atoms. This ring structure consists of
four pyrrole rings interconnected by four methin bridges. Therefore, these molecules
are sometimes called tetrapyrroles. The simplest tetrapyrrole, which consists only
of the aromatic ring, is the 21H,23H-porphin molecule depicted in figure 8.1. If

Figure 8.1.: Structural formula of the 21H,23H-porphin molecule. The conjugated
π-electron system, representing the chromophore of the molecule, is
indicated in red.

further organic or ionic side chains are linked to the porphin ring, the molecule
is called porphyrin. The pi-electron system of the porphin ring is depicted in red.
It is this pi-electron system that determines the optical absorption of porphin
and porphyrins and therefore gives rise their deep red-brown color (see section
8.5.1). The particular choice of side chains connected to the ring determine the
physical behavior of the molecule, e.g. water soluble porphyrins carry ionic side
chains, while those porphyrins with purely organic side chains are barely soluble in
water. Furthermore, side chains are used to embed porphyrins in proteins or to
link them to other molecules in supermolecular assemblies They are also used to
attach porphyrins to surfaces in DSSCs or sensor applications. If the side chains
are aromatic themselves and change the conjugated ring system, then the molecule
is called a "porphyrinoid".

The center of the porphyrin molecule can be occupied by two hydrogen atoms or
by a metal ion. In the former case, the molecule is called the free base, while in the
latter case it is called metalloporphyrin. Natural porphyrins are metalloporphyrins,
and often incorporate transition metal ions, e.g. hemoglobin and myoglobin carry
a Fe(II)-ion, while the molecular center in vitamin B12 is occupied by a Co+-
ion. In the case of small metal ions (ionic radius < 75 pm), the porphin ring of
metalloporphyrins is a flat structure, while larger ions stand out of the molecular
plane and distort the ring [131].
Metalloporphyrins may bind one or two axial ligands to the metal ion. This

ability is a very important property of natural porphyrins, e.g. the heme group
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binds oxygen as axial ligand which is the key function for oxygen transport in
humans and animals.

Molecular structure of Fe(III) protoporphyrin IX chloride (hemin)

The molecule investigated in the present work is the Fe(III) protoporphyrin IX
chloride, commonly called hemin. Protoporphyrin IX is a naturally abundant
porphyrin, that occurs in the proteins hemoglobin, myoglobin, and in the enzymes
catalase and cytochrome c. In the case of hemin, the protoporphyrin IX incorporates
a ferric iron ion (Fe3+), to which an axial chloride ligand is attached. Its 3D model,
and its structural formula are depicted in the figures below.

Figure 8.2.: Molecular structure of hemin. Panel a) displays a 3D model of the
molecular structure of hemin while panel b) displays the correspond-
ing structural formula.

Protoporphyrin IX has two vinyl side chains, four methyl side chains and two
proprionic acid side chains. Hemin resembles the natural heme molecule, which
incorporates a Fe(II) ion instead, and which is the active center of the oxygen-
transporting proteins hemoglobin and myoglobin in humans and animals. In hemin,
the Fe(III) ion has a radius of 65 pm, and the porphyrin macrocycle is nearly flat,
as can be seen from the 3D model displayed in the left panel of the previous figure.
Only the axial chloride ligand pulls the Fe(III) ion slightly out of the molecular
plane. In the case of heme, the Fe(II) ion is larger, in the high spin state as large
as 92 pm, and thus stands further out from the porphyrin ring, which results in a
ruffled structure [131]. Hemin is more stable than heme, and is therefore used in the
present study as a model system for the natural molecule. Because of its organic
side chains, hemin has a small solubility in water, and readily forms aggregates such
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as dimers or higher order oligomers at high concentrations in aqueous environments.
Since the molecular orbitals of the individual molecules in an aggregate influence
each other, the existence of aggregates is visible in the UV-VIS absorption spectra
of hemin solutions (see section 8.5.1).

8.2.2. Electronic structure of the porphyrin valence orbitals
The electronic structure of the porphyrin valence orbitals is largely determined by
the π-electron system of the porphin ring. Deviations from this principle arise if
the π-electron system is altered by aromatic side chains or by mixing of orbitals
with those central metal atom. The latter case will be discussed in the present
section.

Due to the similarity in their molecular structure, porphin, porphyrins an other
tetrapyrroles exhibit similar structures in their UV-VIS absorption spectra. These
spectra, which arise from electronic transitions from the HOMOs to the lowest
unoccupied molecular orbitals (LUMOs) of the molecule, are routinely explained
by the four orbital model introduced by Gouterman [132, 133]. The four orbitals
involved in this model are the HOMO, and HOMO-1 π-orbitals, and the LUMO,
and LUMO+1 π∗-orbitals. A scheme explaining the basic idea of this model is
depicted in figure 8.3.

Figure 8.3.: Scheme of the four orbital model developed by Gouterman [132, 133]
explaining the UV-VIS absorption spectra of tetrapyrroles. Panel a
and b depict the case of a free-base molecule while the panels c and d
apply for the case of a metal chelate. See text for further notations.

In the case of a metalloporphyrin, the high molecular symmetry (D4h point
group) leads to a near degeneration of the HOMO (a2u) and HOMO-1 (a1u) orbitals
and a degeneration of the LUMO (egx) and LUMO+1 (egy) orbitals. The four
molecular orbitals allow four electronic transitions: these are the transitions from
a1u to egy and from a2u to egx, which are x-polarized, and the transitions from a1u
to egx and from a2u to egy, which are y-polarized. The four transitions further mix
due to configuration interaction, which results in two low energy, low intensity
transitions (Q-bands Q(0,0) and Q(0,1)) and a high energy, high intensity transition
(Soret-band). In the UV-VIS absorption spectra of porphyrins, the Q-bands appear
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in the spectral range between 500− 600 nm (2.48− 2.07 eV) and the Soret-band
is located in the spectral range around 400 nm (3.1 eV).
The electronic structure of the metalloporphyrin valence orbitals is further

influenced by the type of metal incorporated in the molecular center. In the case
of metal ions which exhibit an empty d-shell, e.g. such as Mg(II), the π-orbitals
forming the HOMO-1, the HOMO, the LUMO and the LUMO+1 orbitals of the
conjugated ring are mostly undisturbed [134]. The same applies for metal ions
which have a filled d-shell, such as Zn [135]. Metalloporphyrins that incorporate
ions from one of these groups are called regular porphyrins, and show only slight
shifts of absorption bands upon exchange of the metal ion [136]. They also exhibit
slight changes in the intensity ratio between the Q(0,0) and Q(0,1) bands.

Porphyrins that contain transition metal ions with a partially filled d-shell, such
as Fe(II) or Fe(III), experience mixing of metal d-states with porphyrin π-orbitals.
As a result, the HOMO of the molecule is strongly influenced by the metal d-
orbitals, while the LUMO remains determined by the π-electron system of the
conjugated ring [137]. The porphyrins housing a transition metal ion are called
irregular porphyrins.
In the case of free-base porphyrins, where the inner ring exhibits lower D2h

symmetry, the LUMO and LUMO+1 orbitals are not degenerated. The resulting
UV-VIS absorption spectra of these molecules exhibits four transitions in the
Q-bands.

Electronic structure of hemin

In the case of hemin, the orbitals around the HOMO-LUMO-gap of the molecule are
further changed. The 3d states of the Fe(III) ion in the five-ligated state (additional
axial Cl− ligand), mix differently with the π- and π∗-orbitals of the porphyrin ring
than the 3d states of the Fe(III) ion which is only ligated with the four N-atoms of
the porphin ring. In contrast to the latter case, theoretical calculations performed
for the model porphyrin tetraphenylporphyrin (TPP), Fe(TPP)Cl, show that the
HOMO-1 orbital is a mostly ring centered A1u orbital and the HOMO is an A2u
orbital with a small contribution of the dz-pz2 contribution from the Fe-Cl-bond
[138]. Instead, the LUMO and LUMO+1 of Fe(TPP)Cl exhibit strong admixture
of the Fe 3dxy orbital and of a number of 3d-p orbitals forming the Fe-Cl-bond.

8.2.3. Deexcitation of photoexcited porphyrins
While the optical excitation of porphyrins is largely dominated by the organic
macrocycle with only some modifications due to the particular central metal ion
and outer substituents, the deexcitation mechanism is strongly influenced by the
metal ion. Metalloporphyrins deexcite by:

• fluorescence, which occurs for metal ions such as Mg, Zn or Al,

• phosphorescence in the case of metal ions such as Pd, Pt, Ru,
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• luminescence in the case of paramagnetic metals and

• radiationless decay pathways for rings housing Co, Ni, Fe(II) and Fe(III) or
Ag ions [139].

Regular porphyrins show only fluorescence, while all deexcitation pathways occur
for irregular porphyrins.
The ground state of the regular porphyrins is a singlet state, denoted by S0.

Absorption in the spectral region of the Q-bands leads to excitation to S1 while the
Soret-band region corresponds to a transition to the second excited state, S2. From
S2, deexcitation occurs by rapid internal conversion, usually in the range of several
10 fs. From S1, regular porphyrins deexcite via fluorescence with time constants
in the range of picoseconds to nanoseconds with little contribution of intersystem
crossing to triplet states [140].

Irregular porphyrins exhibit more deexcitation pathways, since the metal ion gives
rise to higher spin states such as triplet states. The metal ion facilitates intersystem
crossing to these phosphorescent states (see figure 8.4). Another deexcitation

Figure 8.4.: Jablonski diagram showing the simplified energy terms of the por-
phyrin HOMO-LUMO transitions.

pathway in metalloporphyrins housing metal ions with partially filled d-orbitals
involves ring-to-metal charge-transfer states between the porphyrin and the metal
ion. The S2 excitation centered on the porphyrin ring deexcites rapidly (< 100 fs)
via such a charge-transfer state, where the excited electron is transferred to a
vacant metal d-orbital [140]. In a consecutive step, the molecule further relaxes via
a back donation of an electron from the metal to the ring, resulting in a localized
(d,d*) state of the metal. This (d,d*) state then returns to the ground state of the
molecule on a time scale of some hundred femtoseconds or picoseconds.

In the case of hemin, the relaxation steps are ultrafast processes. The lifetime of
the S2 state is only 65 fs and the back donation of an electron from the metal to
the ring happens on a timescale of 250 fs[140].
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8.3. Properties of porphyrins in solution
Natural porphyrins are usually poorly water soluble due to their organic side chains.
To study them in liquid environments with spectroscopical methods such as PES,
or nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) spectroscopy, high molar concentrations are
needed. High concentrations lead to porphyrin aggregation in aqueous environments.
For these experiments, natural porphyrins are therefore either dissolved in organic
solvents, or artificial, water-soluble porphyrins housing the same central metal ion
as the natural molecule are used as model system.

Porphyrins exhibit a weak solvatochroism, as the transitions in absorption spectra
shift by some nanometers with the change of solvent. Stronger modifications to
the absorption spectra are encountered when porphyrins aggregate. In this case,
the Soret-band splits, and shifts by several ten nanometers [141].
Axial ligands may detach from the metal center of the porphyrin in solution.

In the case of hemin dissolved in DMSO, conductivity measurements [142] and
UV-VIS spectroscopy [143, 144] support the conclusion that the chloride ligand is
detached from the iron ion and replaced by one or two DMSO ligands. However,
X-ray absorption measurements by Aziz et.al. [145] and a combined theoretical and
experimental study by Atak et.al. [146] support the picture of a hemin molecule
with the chloride ligand still being attached.

8.4. Experimental procedure
Fe(III) protoporphyrin IX chloride from bovine (purity > 90 %), DMSO (purity
> 99%), and NaCl were purchased from Sigma Aldrich. All chemicals were used
without further treatment. First, a 1 mM solution of NaCl in DMSO was prepared
to establish a sufficiently conductive solvent for the PES experiment. It is this
solution that will be referred to as "DMSO" or "the solvent" in the course of this
chapter. Second, a hemin-DMSO solution with a concentration of 10 mM was
prepared by dissolving the porphyrin crystals in DMSO.
Steady state absorption spectra were recorded from the hemin-DMSO solution

by means of a Jenway spectrophotometer model 7315. The absorption of the
Soret-band region around 400 nm was recorded with the solution contained in
a fused silica cuvette with a path length of 0.01 mm, while the spectral region
between 450 and 1000 nm was recorded using a cuvette with a path length of
0.1 mm. Absorption spectra of different batches exhibited the same features.
As in the case of the XUV PES study of aqueous halide solutions, the hemin-

DMSO solution was injected into the vacuum system by a syringe pump supplied
by Teledyne Isco (model 500D). The glass nozzle for inserting the liquid into the
vacuum exhibited an orifice of 25 µm and a constant flow rate of 0.4 ml/min was
used.

Photoelectrons were produced with the use of XUV light from the 21st harmonic
(32.55 eV) and recorded with the SPECS THEMIS 600 TOF photoelectron spec-
trometer. Steady state photoelectron spectra were recorded in the drift mode of the
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device, which corresponds to the configuration of a traditional TOF spectrometer.
The drift mode allows the highest spectral resolution of 25 meV at a photoelectron
kinetic energy of 20 eV. In contrast, pump-probe measurements were recorded in
the WAM of the spectrometer, in which the system of electrostatic lenses allows a
higher sensitivity due to a larger collection angle of 15◦.

To conduct pump-probe experiments, the part of the IR laser which is not used
to drive the HHG process (see section 4.1.1) is converted to the second harmonic
generation (SHG). The resulting UV light with a photon energy of 3.1 eV (400 nm)
is suitable to excite the porphyrins to the S2 excited state via the Soret-transition.
The delay between the UV pump and XUV probe light is controlled by a translation
stage from Newport (model FMS300CC). The stage allows a precision of 1.5 µm
which results in a temporal resolution of 10 fs. Pump-probe photoelectron spectra
are recorded with the THEMIS 600 spectrometer operated in the WAM, offering
a higher collection angle, and therefore, a higher sensitivity to photoelectrons
originating from possible transient states. To prevent the electron detector from
saturation due to a high electron signal from ionization of the solvent, the detector
front is kept at a bias potential of ≈ 24 V.

Pump-probe photoelectron spectra are evaluated through a routine that involves
a sequence of steps. First, individual pump-probe spectra of a measurement series
are shifted, and normalized to with respect to an unpumped reference spectrum.
The spectral interval of the reference spectrum is chosen in a way that it is not
involved in the pump-probe process. Second, the reference spectrum is subtracted
from the pump-probe spectra taken at each delay stage position. The integrals of
the resulting transient spectra are plotted against the time delay between the laser
pulses.

8.5. Preliminary results and discussion

8.5.1. Absorption spectra of hemin in DMSO
As a prerequisite to the pump-probe PES experiments of hemin dissolved in DMSO,
the steady state absorption spectrum of the hemin-DMSO solution is recorded. This
allows the identification of transition energies and to determine whether molecular
aggregates are present in the solution.
Figure 8.5 shows the absorption spectrum of hemin dissolved in DMSO with a

concentration of 10 mM. The spectrum is dominated by a strong Soret-band at
404 nm. The two Q-bands of hemin are located at 503 nm and 628 nm. Although
highly concentrated porphyrin solutions are known to result in molecular aggregates,
the shown part of the spectrum corresponds to that of a typical porphyrin monomer.
The Soret-band is neither red-shifted nor does it exhibit a second component, as
it is observed for porphyrin oligomers in solutions near the concentration limit
[147]. While large concentrations of salt also facilitate the formation of porphyrin
aggregates [147], the addition of the small amount of NaCl (1 mM) does not result
in obvious changes of the absorption spectrum. As can be seen from the inset in
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Figure 8.5.: Absorption spectrum of hemin in DMSO. The solution has a concen-
tration of 10 mM. The measured spectrum indicates a solution free
of porphyrin aggregates.

figure 8.5, the spectral region above 750 nm exhibits a weak but spectrally broad
absorption band which stretches beyond 1000 nm. This feature has been observed
in hemin solutions of high concentration [148] and associated to (d,d)-states similar
to the case of Ni(II)-tetraphenylporphyrin. The shown absorption spectrum of a
solution of hemin in DMSO with a concentration of 10 mM leads to the conclusion
that the molecule is present in an undisturbed state.

8.5.2. XUV photoelectron spectrum of DMSO
Figure 8.6 shows a photoelectron spectrum of liquid DMSO, recorded from a micro-
jet together with a spectrum of gaseous DMSO recorded in the vicinity of the jet.
Photoelectrons are produced with use of XUV light from the 21st harmonic. To
acquire the spectrum of the gaseous species, the micro-jet was moved out of the
XUV focus. The spectra are displayed in terms of the binding energy and the scale
is corrected for the streaming potential so that the binding energy of the HOMO
of the free molecule matches the literature value of 9.1 eV reported in ref. [149].
Since DMSO has a low equilibrium vapor pressure of 0.556 mbar (at 20◦) [150],
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Figure 8.6.: XUV photoelectron spectrum of the valence orbitals of gaseous (red
circles) and liquid (black open circles) DMSO. Graphs from Gaussian
functions fitted to the data are displayed by the blue dotted and
orange dashed line, respectively.

the spectrum of the liquid-jet does not show significant contributions from the gas
phase. The ground state of the DMSO molecule is a X1 A’ state. The HOMO of
the molecule is the 14a’ orbital and the HOMO-1 is the 7a”. In the spectrum of
the free molecule, the photoelectron signals of both orbitals are clearly visible.

The photoelectron spectrum of liquid DMSO exhibits deviations from the spec-
trum of gaseous DMSO similar to those observed for liquid water described in
section 7.2. Individual photoelectron peaks in the spectra recorded from the
liquid-jet are shifted by ≈ 1.3 eV to lower binding energies, and are spectrally
broadened.

8.5.3. XUV photoelectron spectrum of hemin-DMSO solutions
A photoelectron spectrum of hemin dissolved in DMSO with a concentration of
10 mM is displayed in figure 8.7 by the red line. For comparison, a spectrum
of liquid DMSO is represented by the black line. The two spectra turn out to
be similar, except that the spectrum of the hemin-DMSO solution exhibits an
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Figure 8.7.: XUV photoelectron spectrum of a hemin-DMSO solution of 10 mM
concentration (red line). For comparison, a pure DMSO photoelectron
spectrum is displayed (black line). The photoelectron peak from
the HOMO of hemin appears as a shoulder on the DMSO signal.
The graph of a fit of a Gaussian function to the hemin signal is
represented by the blue dashed line.

additional feature appearing as a shoulder of lower binding energy at the flank of
the photoelectron signal from the HOMO of DMSO. This additional feature in the
photoelectron spectrum of the hemin-DMSO solution is formed by photoelectrons
ionized from the HOMO of the porphyrin. A fit of a Gaussian function to this
shoulder yields a binding energy of 5.8 eV of the dissolved hemin molecule. For a
similar porphyrin, Fe(III) tetraphenylporphyrin chloride (Fe(III)TPPCl), a binding
energy of 6.09 eV is reported by Nakato et.al. for the gaseous molecule [151]. A
similar binding energy can be assumed for gaseous hemin. Therefore, a shift of
≈ 0.3 eV to lower values of the binding energy is concluded for hemin dissolved in
DMSO.

The first ionization energies of porphyrins in gas phase lie around 5.9 to 6.5 eV
[151–153], with the HOMO and HOMO-1 being energetically separated only by
≈ 0.5 eV. Usually, the photoelectron spectrum of the valence orbitals of gaseous
porphyrin molecules is structured into three regions. Region I, which lies approx-
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imately between 6 and 7 eV, incorporates photoelectron peaks from the HOMO
and HOMO-1 orbitals. These two orbitals are only slightly affected by the central
metal ion. The regions II and III are more affected by the metal ion and may also
include photoelectrons from side groups of the molecule, e.g. the phenyl groups in
tetraphenylporphyrin.
Results for the ionization potential of porphyrins and related compounds in

solution are scarce. Nakato et. al. [151] report a shift to lower binding energies
from measurements of the photocurrent of tetraphenylporphyrins with various
metal centers dissolved in isooctane. Theoretical calculations of binding energies of
chlorophyll-c2 dissolved in methanol also predict a shift of 0.2 to 0.5 eV to lower
binding energies [154]. This agrees well with the finding of the present experimental
study. In ref. [154], Jaramillo et.al, explain the shift to lower binding energies by
hydrogen bonding between the chlorophyll and the solvent molecules.

8.5.4. Ionization-induced charging in pump-probe
photoelectron spectra

Steady state photoelectron spectra of liquid samples acquired with the present
setup have been tested for ionization-induced charging of the sample and the results
are described in section 7.6.1. Space charge effects due to the ionization by the
XUV probe light has been found to be negligible with the applied XUV photon
flux.

Pump-probe photoelectron spectra are known to suffer from space charge effects
caused by charged samples, and electron clouds in the flight region due to a high
degree of ionization produced by intense pump radiation, especially if short-pulsed
UV laser light is applied [114–116]. Such space charge effects have also been
reported and characterized for the present setup by Al-Obaidi et.al [155].

To illustrate the space charge effect in pump-probe experiments of hemin-DMSO
solutions, figure 8.8 displays the photoelectron yield of two measurement series
acquired with different SHG pump intensities. In the following, the photoelectron
yield integrated over the entire range of kinetic energies available in the WAM of the
spectrometer will be called total electron yield (TEY). Figure 8.8 demonstrates that
the series acquired with a higher pump intensity exhibits a large variation of the
TEY, whereas the series recorded under the condition of low pump intensity shows
only little variation of the yield. The sign of the variation depends on the sequence
of pump and probe light pulse and their relative time delay. If the intense UV
pump pulse arrives first, and strongly ionizes the sample, the resulting positively
charged sample and the negatively charged cloud of electrons produced by the UV
light reduce the kinetic energy of electrons ionized by the XUV probe light pulse.
Thus, the amount of the fastest photoelectrons produced by XUV light appear
reduced. If the two light pulses arrive at the sample coincidentally, or the XUV
light pulse arrives even slightly before the UV pump pulse, the cloud of electrons
produced from the intense UV light screens the effect of the positive sample and
accelerates the electrons produced by the XUV light. Thus, the amount of the
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Figure 8.8.: Photoelectron yield from a pump-probe experiment of a hemin-DMSO

solution. The space charge effect leads to a reduction of fast electrons
due to sample ionization from the pump pulse.

fastest photoelectrons appear enhanced. If the UV pump pulse arrives much after
the XUV probe pulse, the XUV photoelectron spectrum is undisturbed and the
electron yield is constant.
While a space charge effect is undesirable in a pump-probe experiment, it is

convenient to use it as a measure of spatial and temporal overlap between pump
and probe light pulses. In the particular case displayed in figure 8.8, t0 is close to a
delay stage position of 167 mm. The fine tuning of the temporal overlap of the two
light pulses can then be accomplished through a CC measurement based on the
LAPE process. The particular procedure developed in our laboratory to evaluate
the CC of liquid samples are described in the following section.

8.5.5. Cross-correlation on liquid samples
The setting of time zero (t0), which marks the delay stage position at which the
two light pulses overlap in time at the interaction region of the PES experiment, is
an important parameter for the calibration of the time-delay scale in pump-probe
experiments. This point is difficult to determine in the case of ultrashort light
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Figure 8.9.: Cross correlation between UV pump and XUV probe light performed
on a hemin-DMSO solution. The CC is evaluated from the PEY of
the photoelectron signal.

pulses. Biased semiconductor diodes are routinely used as a tool to measure the
delay between two light pulses. Due to their limitations in the response time, they
allow for a precision of 50 ps at best, which is too coarse for light pulses with
a duration of ≈ 100 fs. An approach employing diodes also results in additional
experimental effort, since it includes the installation of a diode at the interaction
region. Later, the diode has to be replaced by the liquid-jet to conduct the pump-
probe experiment. More convenient is an approach that makes use of the liquid-jet
as the sample for a CC measurement, similar to the study presented in section 5.5.
There, the LAPE process in a gas was employed for the characterization of the
pulse duration of monochromatized HHG light.

As it is described in the previous section, the space charge effect that influences
the TEY is used to establish spatial and rough temporal overlap of pump and
probe light pulses. The variation in the TEY indicates the approximate delay stage
position of t0. If the photoelectron signal is not integrated over the entire range of
kinetic energies, but only over a range of higher kinetic energies, a partial electron
yield (PEY) is determined instead. Figure 8.9 displays such a PEY depending
on delay stage position. The PEY was determined on the same data set as the
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TEY shown in 8.8. The PEY is represented by black circles while the graph of
a Gaussian function fitted to the data is represented by the red line. As can be
seen from the figure, t0, indicated by the maximum of the CC curve, lies at a delay
stage position of 166.92 mm. This is ≈ 80 µm before the rough delay stage position
found from the TEY curve shown in figure 8.8.
Cross-correlation measurements on hemin-DMSO solutions exhibited temporal

widths of 100− 110 fs due to the large dispersion of the UV beam in air and in
optical components of the UV pump beam path.

8.5.6. Pump-probe photoelectron spectra of Soret-excited
hemin-DMSO solutions
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Figure 8.10.: Pump-probe photoelectron spectrum of a hemin-DMSO solution.
For comparison, the inset shows the result of a similar measurement
of a DMSO solution.

Pump-probe photoelectron spectra of hemin-DMSO solutions have been acquired,
and evaluated according to the procedure described in section 8.4. The resulting
transient signal is displayed in figure 8.10 as a function of time delay between
pump and probe pulse. The experimental data are represented by black circles,
while the red line is an exemplary cross correlation between the SHG pump and
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XUV probe pulses. The result of a similar pump probe experiment conducted on
DMSO is displayed in the inset. From the comparison of the pump-probe data
with the cross-correlation curve, no decay of an additional state is apparent. This
is the case for the pure DMSO solution as well as for hemin dissolved in DMSO.
The predicted relaxation of the Soret-excited porphyrin from the S2 state via a
ring-to-metal charge-transfer state to a vacant metal d-orbital is ultrafast, and
with a cross-correlation width of 100 fs not observable. The back-donation of an
electron to the ring of hemin is still a fast process, but with a lifetime of 250 fs it
should be visible in the transient spectrum.
The back-donation from the metal to the ring could be more easy to track in a

different evaluation routine, where changes of the photoelectron yield of the ring
centered HOMO (see section 8.2.2) of the molecule is analyzed. This is not possible
in the present combination of sample system, and spectrometer settings, though.
As it was shown in section 8.5.3, the photoelectron peak of the HOMO of hemin is
partially hidden under the intense photoelectron signal of the solvent. In the WAM
the detector of the spectrometer would be saturated if this part of the spectrum
would be recorded. A different solvent with a larger ionization potential would
allow to analyze the yield of the porphyrin HOMO during the pump-probe process.
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8.6. Conclusion
The setup for XUV photoelectron spectroscopy of liquids described in Part I was
used to investigate the transient photoelectron signal of hemin-DMSO solutions.
Hemin, or protoporphyrin IX chloride, was chosen as a model porphyrin due to
its similarity to natural porphyrins such as heme. Furthermore, hemin can be
dissolved in DMSO at high concentrations necessary for PES studies. Although
porphyrins are known to form aggregates at high concentrations, the molecule is
still in its monomeric state in the present case of a hemin-DMSO solution of 10 mM
concentration, as it was verified by an undisturbed absorption spectrum.

The XUV photoelectron spectrum of liquid DMSO was recorded and compared
to the spectrum of the gaseous molecule. Similar to the case of water presented
in chapter 7, photoelectron peaks originating from the valence orbitals of DMSO
are broadened and shifted to lower binding energies. In the particular case of the
HOMO of DMSO, the binding energy of the liquid molecules is shifted by ≈ 1.3 eV,
which is similar to the case of water.

The binding energy of the HOMO of hemin dissolved in DMSO was determined
to be 5.8 eV. This is lower by ≈ 0.3 eV compared to the binding energy of the free
Fe(III)TTPCl molecule in the gas phase [151]. Due to the large shift of the HOMO
of the DMSO molecule to lower binding energies, the outer valence orbitals of hemin
are partially concealed by the photoelectron signal of the solvent. This imposes
difficulties on the evaluation of the pump-probe photoelectron spectra of the hemin
solution, since it is not possible to calibrate the spectra to the porphyrin HOMO.
However, this would be very useful to compare different series of spectra, estimate
if space charge effects are present and correct the spectra for their influence. Most
of all, it would allow to follow the photoelectron yield of the HOMO during the
pump-probe process. For further experiments, it would be useful to change the
sample system to a solvent which has a higher binding energy in its liquid state.
To the best knowledge, the results presented in this chapter represent the first

static and transient PES studies of liquid DMSO and hemin-DMSO solutions
acquired with a HHG light source.
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9. Summary
This work presents a newly build setup for time-resolved photoelectron spectroscopy
of liquids with the use of XUV light generated from ultrashort laser pulses in the
process of high harmonic generation. The first part of the thesis describes the
design and the results from the characterization of the setup [52], while the second
part shows its application in static XUV photoelectron spectra of aqueous sodium
halide solutions and UV-pump-XUV-probe photoelectron spectra of hemin-DMSO
solutions.

The setup is designed to offer monochromatized XUV light with photon energies
of 26.35 eV, 32.55 eV and 38.75 eV. Special attention has been given to preserve the
ultrashort duration of the laser-light pulses upon monochromatization of the XUV
light, while at the same time achieve a high efficiency of the beamline. Therefore, a
novel type of monochromator has been chosen, which employs off-center reflective
zone plates (ORZPs) as dispersive elements. By engraving the outer part of a
traditional Fresnel zone plate onto a reflecting surface, a diffractive structure is
created, that focuses a specific photon energy to a specific position. The installation
of a slit at this position allows the selection of this photon energy [28]. The thus
monochromatized XUV light, which is divergent behind the slit, is refocused to the
interaction region of the PES experiment by a toroidal mirror. The high efficiency
of 28 % of the ORZP and the use of just one additional mirror results in a very
good overall efficiency of 20 % of the beamline. Furthermore, the simplicity of a
beamline that incorporates only two optical elements results in a high pointing
stability of the focused XUV light, which is important if small targets such as
liquid jets are used. By fabricating three ORZP structures on one substrate, the
three photon energies of 26.35 eV, 32.55 eV and 38.75 eV are available for the PES
experiment, and can be easily chosen by translating the zone plate substrate. The
demagnification factor of M = 35

100 of the zone plates results in a focal spot of
40 µm at the interaction region, which is close to the size of the liquid jet. The
monochromatized XUV light has a spectral width of ≈ 150 eV. Most important,
the duration of the XUV light pulses, which were generated from 25 fs IR laser
pulses, was determined in a cross-correlation measurement to be only 45 fs, which
is outstanding for a setup that employs only one dispersive element. The described
setup is the first facility, that was specifically designed to combine a HHG light
source with reflection zone plates.
The XUV light source was employed to record static photoelectron spectra of

aqueous sodium iodide solutions and mixed aqueous solutions with fixed sodium
iodide concentration, and varied sodium chloride concentration. The observed
changes in the photoelectron yield of the halide ions indicate a probing depth in
the PES experiment that is large enough to probe the surface region and parts of
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the bulk of the liquid jet. The spectral features of the VBE of the halide ions, and
of the HOMO of liquid water show changes with the increase of salt concentration.
For all three species, I−, Cl− and water, a slight shift to larger binding energies is
apparent upon an increase of the salt concentration. With the present noise in the
data, it is difficult to evaluate the absolute value of the shift, though. Furthermore,
the spectral width of the 1b1 peak of liquid water decreases with an increase of NaI
concentration, but stays constant with the increase of NaCl concentration. These
findings indicate a small, but measurable effect of the halide ions on the structure
of the aqueous solutions. This effect is stronger for iodide than for chloride.
In the last part of the thesis, the XUV light source was employed to record

pump-probe photoelectron spectra of Soret-excited hemin dissolved in DMSO. The
HOMOs of both, hemin and DMSO, exhibit shifts to lower binding energies for
the molecules in solution than compared to the VBE of the gaseous molecules.
Since this shift is larger for DMSO, the photoelectron peak of the HOMO of liquid
DMSO partly overlays the photoelectron peak of the HOMO of the dissolved hemin
molecules. Nevertheless, the binding energy of the HOMO of hemin dissolved
in DMSO was determined to be 5.8 eV. In the evaluation of the pump-probe
measurements of the Soret-excited hemin-DMSO solution, no decay additional to
the cross correlation between UV-pump and XUV-probe pulse is apparent. To
the present knowledge of the author this work represents the first application of a
femtosecond HHG light source to experiments with transient PES of porphyrins in
solution.
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Abstract
Ultrashort laser pulses allow the investigation of electron dynamics in materials
through a variety of time-resolved spectroscopical methods. Especially the appli-
cation of transient photoelectron spectroscopy in a pump-probe scheme enables
simultaneously the investigation of the binding energy of excited electronic states
and their relaxation dynamics. To expand the application area of transient photo-
electron spectroscopy, the extension of the available photon energies of the probe
laser from the spectral range of UV light through the range of XUV radiation
until the range of soft X-ray radiation, while at the same time conserving the
characteristics of the ultrashort laser pulses stands in the focus of the technical
development.

This thesis contributes to this field through the development and commissioning
of a laser based setup for ultrafast pump-probe photoelectron spectroscopy of
liquids. The setup enables the application of UV-IR pump-laser pulses and XUV
probe-laser pulses. The XUV radiation is generated from femtosecond IR laser
pulses in the nonlinear optical process of high harmonic generation in a rare gas.
From the resulting XUV frequency comb, the 21st harmonic of the IR laser is
chosen for the spectroscopy experiment. Special care has been taken to preserve
the ultrashort time duration of the XUV radiation upon monochromatizing the
HHG spectrum. At the same time, the beamline was constructed with two optical
elements only, in order to provide stable beam pointing, and a high throughput
of photons. The result is a beamline, that consists of an ORZP monochromator,
and a toroidal mirror. The ORZP is a new type of monochromator developed
at the synchrotron BESSY II. It combines a high diffraction efficiency with a
small elongation of the temporal profile of the XUV laser pulses. To evaluate the
ORZP performance, the monochromatized XUV radiation has been systematically
characterized with respect to focus size, spectral width and pulse duration at the
point of the PES experiment.

In the second part of this work, the application of the XUV light source to two
model systems was evaluated. The first system of aqueous sodium halide solutions
serves as a model for ionic solvation, and were investigated with the use of static
XUV PES. The study reveals that the HHG light source adds further aspects to
existing synchrotron based studies. The second system of a hemin-DMSO solution
serves as a model for natural, organic dyes in solution and was investigated with
transient PES.
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Kurzdarstellung
Ultrakurze Laserpulse ermöglichen über eine Vielzahl zeitaufgelöster Spektroskopie-
verfahren die Untersuchung der Elektronendynamik von Materialien. Insbesondere
mittels des Anregungs-Abfrage-Schemas erlaubt transiente Photoelektronenspek-
troskopie die gleichzeitige Bestimmung von Bindungsenergien und Lebensdauern
angeregter elektronischer Zustände. Um die Möglichkeiten transienter Photoelek-
tronenspektroskopie auszubauen steht die Erweiterung der verfügbaren Photonenen-
ergien vom Spektralbereich des UV-Lichts über den Bereich der XUV-Strahlung bis
hin zu weicher Röntgenstrahlung, bei gleichzeitigem Erhalt der Lasercharakteristika,
im Fokus der technischen Entwicklung.
Diese Arbeit trägt zu dem Feld durch die Entwicklung und Inbetriebnahme eines
Versuchsaufbau für ultraschnelle Anregungs-Abfrage-Photoelektronenspektroskopie
von Flüssigkeiten bei. Der Aufbau ermöglicht die Verwendung von UV-IR Laser-
pulsen zur Anregung und die Verwendung eines XUV Abfragelaser. Die XUV
Strahlung wird durch den optisch nichtlinearen Prozess der Erzeugung hoher Har-
monischer eines IR-Femtosekundenlasers in einem Edelgas gewonnen. Aus dem
erzeugten XUV Frequenzkamm wird die 21ste Harmonische des IR-Lasers für das
Spektroskopieexperiment ausgewählt. Besonderes Augenmerk lag dabei auf dem
Erhalt der ultrakurzen Pulsdauer der XUV-Strahlung beim monochromatisieren
des HHG Spektrums. Gleichzeitig wurde die Beamline mit wenigen optischen
Elementen konstruiert, um eine möglichst stabile Strahllage und eine hohe Trans-
mission von Photonen zu erreichen. Als Resultat entstand eine Beamline, die aus
einem ORZP-Monochromator und einen Refokussierspiegel besteht. Die ORZP
ist ein neuer Monochromatortyp, der am Synchrotron BESSY II entwickelt wurde.
Er bietet eine hohe Beugungseffizienz bei gleichzeitiger geringer Verlängerung der
XUV Laserpulse. Um die Leistung der ORZP zu bewerten, wurde die monochroma-
tisierte XUV-Strahlung systematisch mit Hinblick auf Fokusgröße, Spektralbreite
und Pulsdauer am Ort des PES-Experiments charakterisiert.
Im zweiten Teil dieser Arbeit wurde die Anwendung der XUV Lichtquelle auf zwei
Modellsysteme untersucht. Im ersten System dienten wässrige Natriumhalogenidlö-
sungen als Modell für die Solvatisierung von Ionen und wurden mittels statischer
XUV PES untersucht. Die Studie zeigt die Möglichkeiten der HHG-Lichtquelle,
weitere Beiträge zu synchrotronbasierten Studien zu leisten. Das zweite System
einer Hämin-DMSO-Lösung dient als Modell für natürliche, organische Farbstoffe
in Lösung und wurde mittels transienter PES untersucht.
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